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INTRODUCTION 
Groundwater constitutes, in many areas of the world, a major 
source of drinking and irrigation water. The quantity of water that 
can be obtained from a well depends primarily on the characteristics 
of the underground reservoir; however, the rate of flow of water into 
wells is greatly affected by hydraulic conditions, such as loss of 
hydraulic head, in the immediate vicinity of the well. One of the 
most important factors controlling head loss through perforated well 
casings or screens is the percentage of open area. 
Several theoretical studies have been made, either through mathe­
matical analysis or analysis by the use of analogues, on the effect of 
size and disposition of perforations in well casings or drainpipes. 
The purpose of this study is to develop an exact analytical solu­
tion by the use of potential flow theory to determine the effect of 
size of perforations in a well pipe on steady state groundwater flow. 
A further objective is to apply the theory to perforations in drain 
tubes as used for land underdrainage. 
In developing the exact solution to the potential functions, an 
analytical solution that satisfies appropriate boundary conditions was 
found and formulated, but not completely evaluated. 
This study includes an approximate solution to the perforations 
problem and an exact solution to the problem of continuous longitudinal 
slits, that describes the hydraulic conditions within less than 1 cm of 
the well surface. 
2 
The results of this work should be useful in designing well 
screens and drainpipes and add to the knowledge of well gravel packs 
and drain pipe envelopes in order to improve the efficiency and 
performance of wells and drains. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Various theoretical and experimental studies have been made on 
the effect of well casings and drainpipe perforations on the produc­
tivity of wells and drains. 
Johnson (1966) gave a review with some illustrations of the well 
casing perforations problem (p. 130, and Chapter 7); Johnson also 
showed (p. 135, Fig. 94) that for a well of 0.5 ft radius, 100 ft 
thickness of aquifer, and 50 ft length screen, the use of the screen 
in 10-ft sections equally spaced over the well, results in 31% more 
well flow than if the 50-ft screen is used all in one piece at the 
bottom of the well. The theory was approximate. They attributed the 
flow improvement due to a decreased partial penetration effect. 
Muskat (1942) developed an approximate theory for the flow of oil 
or gas into well casing perforation. He considered the perforations 
as approximate spherical sinks. He found that the well productivity 
is affected mainly by the perforations density and not the perforations 
pattern. He also showed that the reduction in well productivity due to 
slotted liners is relatively small as compared with that due to 
circular perforations. 
Dodson and Cardwell (1945) discussed the effect of slotted liners 
on the productivity of an oil well. They formulated the problem for a 
rectangular array of discontinuous slots in terms of pressure head and 
presented an approximate form for the pressure function. No attempt 
was made to solve the problem explicitly because the general 
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calculations of the function were considered "a very difficult mathe­
matical problem." They did, however, formulate an exact solution . 
with conformai transformations for continuous longitudinal slots. 
They found that the flow into a slotted liner can be approximated 
for many water and oil wells by a simple modification of the radial 
flow formula. Their formula is 
2Trkh(P^ - p^) 
^ re 2 2 
^ Z 5 n < 0.3 
w 
where k is the conductivity, h is the aquifer thickness, p^ is the 
pressure at the external radius r^, p^ is the pressure at the well 
surface, r^ is the well radius, y is the fluid viscosity, N is the 
number of slot rows and 0 is the open fraction of the pipe. They also 
found that the greater the radius ratio (r^/r^), the more closely the 
flux into slotted liner will approximate the open hole flux. 
Kirkham (1950) developed an approximate solution for the potential 
flow into circumferential openings between drainpipes. He showed, using 
a theoretical analysis, that for a short length, 1 ft of drainpipe 
buried 4 ft deep, increasing the width of opening from 1/32 in. to 1/4 
in. will increase the flow 36 percent, while embedding the drainpipe 
in gravel to make the opening of effectively infinite width, will 
increase the flow 180 percent. Selim and Kirkham (1974) developed an 
exact solution to the same problem of Kirkham (1950). They found that 
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for steady flow into a well in a confined aquifer, more flow results 
if a given length of screen is utilized in a number of sections over 
the full length of the well casing than if the given length of well 
screen is all used at the bottom of the well. They showed that for 
a pumped well of 0.25 ft radius, 200 ft radius of influence, 50 ft 
thickness of aquifer, and 25 ft length of screen, the use of the 
screen in 5 ft long equally spaced sections over the well tube results 
in 25% more flow than if the 25 ft length is all in one piece at the 
lower 25 ft of the aquifer. If the screen is used in ten 2.5 ft 
sections rather than in the single 25 ft length, the increase will be 
33%; and for an infinite number of sections (with 50% of the well tube 
being Impervious), the flow increase will be 45%. They showed also 
that the basic theory applies to flow into openings in drainpipes. 
Engelund (1953) investigated the discharge into wells and 
piezometers with casing perforations. He avoided solutions using 
infinite series by studying the difference in head between the well 
surface and a distance point denoted by for the actual well and by 
for the equivalent uncased well, and he called Hq - the 
"additional loss of head." He confirmed that the additional loss of 
head occurs mainly in the immediate vicinity of the perforation, and 
the head loss is independent of whether the perforations are placed on 
a plane or on a cylindrical surface. 
Kirkham and Schwab (1951) have discussed the effect of circular 
perforations on the flow into subsurface drainpipes. They assumed 
that the flow into the perforations is equivalent to the flow into 
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spherical sinks. Their solution corresponds to that of Muskat (1942) 
but with an image space included. Schwab and Kirkham (1951) compared 
theoretical solutions of Kirkham and Schwab (1951) using an electri­
cal analogue model. They found a reasonable agreement between 
theoretical and experimental values. They also checked Kirkham (1950) 
using the electrical analogue method and found that the experimental 
and theoretical data were in good agreement, with deviations less than 
3 percent. 
Due to the development of new drainage materials such as the 
smooth plastic pipes and the corrugated plastic pipes, several 
investigators discussed the Importance of determining the effect of 
size and disposition of openings on performance and design of sub­
surface drains. Schwab e_t al. (.1969) found that the theoretical effect 
of gap spacing between two segments of drainpipes earlier determined 
for the ponded water case can also be applied to the drawdown case, 
provided that the water table midway between drains is at least 2 ft 
above the drain center. They also found that for a given drain rate, 
depth, and drain diameter, increasing joint spacing or the number of 
perforations increases the drawdown rate. The effect of joint spacing 
on drawdown rates increases as the drain spacing and soil porosity 
decreases, Schwab ^  £l. (1969) also found that the spacing of 24 
circular holes 1/4 in. in diameter per ft of drainpipe has very little 
effect on the inflow when the shortest to the longest spacing of holes 
on the cylindrical surface of the drain is greater than 0.2; as a 
result, they recommended a uniform spacing. 
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Bravo and Schwab (1977) investigated the effect of circumferential 
openings on smooth plastic drain tubes and discontinuous circumferential 
slits on both smooth and corrugated plastic drain tubes by means of 
an electrical analogue model. They found that the entrance resistance 
increased considerably when the valleys of corrugations were filled 
with soil. If the soil entered the perforations, the entrance 
resistance increased still further. According to the authors, a thin 
permeable envelope of material surrounding corrugated drains results 
in a continuous circumferential opening to approximate an ideal drain. 
Mantei and Winger (1973) investigated the effect of size of 
openings and flow convergence on the flow into corrugated plastic 
drain tubing using a photographic and electrical analogue method. 
They presented their results as flow functions, relating quantity of 
flow to tube and envelope geometry. They defined the flow function as 
• 
bHK 
where (p is the flow function (dimensionless), Q is the rate of flow 
O 
per unit tube length (L /T/L), b is the outside radius of the tile 
(L), H is the average head producing flow (L), and K is the hydraulic 
conductivity of the envelope material (L/T). They found that the 
hydraulic conductivity requirements for gravel envelope will be about 
the same for concrete pipe and plastic drain tube when the inlet areas 
2 
are 0.71 and 0.98 in. , respectively, and nominal diameters are about 
the same and under the same field conditions. 
Wesseling and Homma (1967) investigated the entrance resistance 
8 
of plastic drain tubes using a vertical sand tank model. They showed 
that the largest variation in entrance resistance is found between 1 
and 4 perforation rows, and more rows result in relatively small 
change in entrance resistance. They also showed that for the same 
perforation pattern, a larger diameter tubing is more favorable due 
to small radial resistance. They also found that the use of permeable 
envelope material is very effective in reducing the entrance resistance 
of drain tubes. 
Dierickx (1980) studied the effect of different openings and 
envelopes of different permeabilities on the performance of drain tubes 
using an electrical analogue. He found that the perforations with the 
smallest area or perimeter such as circular perforations and rectangular 
slits with the smallest length confer the lowest entrance resistance. 
He also found that using a permeable envelope decreases entrance 
resistance considerably up to an envelope thickness of about 5 mm, 
while using a less permeable envelope increases the entrance resistance 
enormously. He compared his experimental results with several analyti­
cal solutions of Kirkham (1950), Kirkham and Schwab (1951), Muskat 
(1942), and Engelund (1953) and found a considerably good agreement 
between experimental and theoretical solutions. 
DeBoer and Johnson (1965) conducted a field study over several 
years at three different sites to study the effect of cracks and 
perforations on the performance of drain tubes. All three sites had 
pump outlets which were kept drained only when data were being 
collected. They concluded that there were no statistically significant 
9 
differences among the discharges from the tile lines for spacings 
varying from 1/32 in. to 3/8 in. They attributed the lack of difference 
in discharge rate to the high hydraulic conductivity of the backfill. 
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THE PROBLEM 
In this work, an analytical solution is developed to determine 
the effect of size and disposition of perforations in a well tube on 
steady state flow. A further objective is to apply the theory to 
perforations in drainpipes as used for land underdrainage. The well 
problem is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 part (a) and (b) represent 
two wells A and B in a homogeneous confined aquifer. Well A is 
completely open (fully screened), and well B has a perforated casing. 
In well B, the perforations are equally spaced in a vertical row at 
the front of the tube, as seen in Fig. 1(b). An objective of this 
study is to compare flow of well B with that of A. 
Geometry 
The perforations in well B are rectangular and of equal size. 
They are of semiheight h and are equally spaced at semispacing s (Fig. 
1(c)). For a typical singled-out semiperforation ABCDEFA, the central 
line BE of the perforation is parallel to the well axis. Because the 
perforations are of equal shape, equal spacing, and their central 
lines are parallel to the well axis, there exist certain flow 
symmetries. Horizontal planes of symmetry are indicated by dashed 
lines in Fig. 1(b). Only flow between two adjacent horizontal planes 
such as those a distance s apart in Fig. Ic need to be considered. 
Fig. 2 represents Fig. 1(c) in three dimensions. An x, y, z 
coordinate system is shown on the figure with origin 0 (x = y = z = 0) 
on the axis of the well at the bottom center of the figure. The flow 
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Fig. 2. Flow region in three dimensions, with indicated boundary 
conditions 
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is from the external cylinder of radius R to the semiperforation 
ABCDEFA in the well casing of radius w. 
A further objective of this work is to compare flow of well B 
with well A when there is more than one vertical row of perforation, 
not just one as in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c); and Fig. 3 illustrates the 
number of flow sections and streamlines at z = 0 for 1, 2, and 3 
vertical, equally spaced; these equally spaced rows are used for 
geometry simplification. In Fig. 3, let 23 be the angular spacing of 
adjacent rows of perforations; 2g will then be the angular length of 
a flow section. Fig. 3 shows that for 1, 2, 3, ..., rows of perfora­
tions, there will be 2, 4, 6, ..., flow sections with 3 being given by 
23 = 2it/1, 2n/2, 2ir/3, ..., Z-rr/N^ where is the number of rows of 
perforations. That is, 
23 = 2w/Np or = ïï/3, = 1, 2, 3, ... (1) 
In Fig. 3, the streamlines indicate a symmetry of flow. Because 
of this symmetry, only the flow for a flow region of angular space 3 
needs to be considered. The geometry associated with 3 is shown in 
Fig. 4. The figure is for 3 = 60°, that is, for 3 vertical rows of 
perforations. The flow region of interest lies between two curved 
front and rear surfaces, GHITG, BLJFB; and between two vertical planes, 
left and right faces, GBFTG, HLJIH; and between two horizontal planes, 
GHLBG, TUFT. In Fig. 4, cylindrical coordinates (r, z, 0) are shown. 
The coordinate r is measured radially outward from the well axis, z is 
measured positively upward, and 0 measures the longitudinal angle 
14 
2 FLOW SECTIONS 
Perfo­
rations 
6 FLOW SECTIONS 
3=60 
Fig. 3. Flow to Np rows of perforations (2Np flow sections) at equi-N.  P  t W W a  U i .  ^  C  ^  ^  1 .  d  i >  L I S i  
angular spacing 2g; for NL = 1, 2, and 3 
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z-axis 
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. 4. Three-dimensional geometry for a flow region of 6=60° of Fig. 
3; flow is from GHITG to BCDEB; put 8=90°, then 180°, to get 
the flow for the middle and top sketches of Fig. 3; the small 
figure at the left defines four subsurfaces I, II, III, IV, 
of the well casing segment BLMJKFEB in the large figure; over 
I the potential is constant; over II, III, and IV, the normal 
derivative of the potential is constant (= zero) 
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variable from the x axis. In Fig. 4, a the angle BOG is half the 
angle of the perforation, and g the angle GOH (shown on the figure as 
60®), is half the angle of the flow region. The flow is from the 
surface GHITG of distance R from the center of the well to one-fourth 
of a casing perforation BCDEB, in the well of radius w. The small 
sketch at the left of Fig. 4 defines four surfaces I, II, III, and IV 
of the well casing, where surface I is perforation and surfaces II, 
III, and IV are the impervious part of the casing segment of interest. 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made in order to develop an analyti­
cal solution to the problem; 
A. The flow is steady state, that is the water is recharged to 
the well and pumped out of it at a constant rate. 
B. The water-bearing material is a confined aquifer between two 
confining layers, an Impervious clay layer on the top, and a 
horizontal impermeable barrier at the bottom. 
C. Darcy's law is assumed to be valid throughout the flow medium. 
D. The flow medium is homogeneous with constant hydraulic 
conductivity. 
E. The well fully penetrates the aquifer and is completely open 
(fully screened) or otherwise perforated for the entire height 
of the aquifer. 
F. The head losses in the screen and in the well pipe are 
negligible. 
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G. The flow is from an external cylinder of radius R to a 
perforation in the well casing of radius w. At R = r, the 
hydraulic potential <j) is given by # = and at r = w but 
only over the surface of the perforation (J) is given by 
(j) = (J) . The derivatives -^  = 0 and = 0 mean that no flow 
w dz or 
crosses the boundaries indicated in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, k is 
the hydraulic conductivity. 
H. The hydraulic potential over the perforation at r = w, 
0  <  z  <  h ,  O < 0 < a i s  c o n s t a n t ,  ^  ^  ,  w h e r e a s  t h e  n o r m a l  
w 
derivative of the potential d(j>/dr, over the impervious part 
of the well casing, is zero. 
I. An alternative to H is that the normal derivative of the 
potential over the perforation is constant, S<t)/3r = i, and 
is equal to zero over the impervious part of the casing. 
18 
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
Development of the Mixed Boundary Value Problem 
The mathematical problem is to find a function (p(r, z, 0) that 
gives the hydraulic head (j) for any point, P, in the flow region of 
Fig. 4. The flow through the perforations can then be found by the 
use of <j). Such a function will have been found if one finds a function 
<p which satisfies Laplace's equation inside the flow region and 
satisfies also the different boundary conditions found on the surfaces 
of the flow region (Churchill, 1969, 2nd ed., p. 126). 
Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates, as given by Kirkham 
and Powers (1972, p. 59, their equation 2-14, with (j) replacing their 
h, and 0 replacing their (p), is 
Boundary conditions 
The mathematical analysis is based on the geometry of Fig. 4, 
which represents a three dimensional geometry for a flow region of 
angle 0 of Fig. 3. The boundary conditions for the front, right, and 
left faces of the flow region of Fig. 4, are 
over GHITG (r=R, O<0<3, 0<z<s) (3) 
over HIJMLH -^=0 (0=B, w<r<R, 0<z<s) (4) 
over GBEFTG -^=0 (0=0, w<r<R, 0<z<s) (5) 
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(Note: 3 can be any of the set. 3 = tt/N of Fig. 3, not just g = 60° 
as shown.) 
For the rear face, BCLMJKFEB, which is divided into four sub-
boundaries I,  II,  III, IV, as in the small sketch at the left of 
Fig. 4, the remaining boundary conditions are 
Surface I, EDGE, (r=w, O<0<a, 0<z<h) (6) 
Surface II, CLMDC, t^ =0, (r=w, a<6i6, 0<z<h) (7) 
Surface III, EDKFE, -^=0, (r=w, O<0<a, h<z<s) (8) 
Surface IV, DMJKD, t^ =0, (r=w, a<6<3, h<z<s) (9) 
0 V 
The boundary conditions (6)-(9) are mixed because the potential 
function is prescribed over part of the boundary, and its normal 
derivative is prescribed over the remaining part (Sneddon, 1966, p. 1). 
An alternate boundary condition which will make the boundary conditions 
(6)-(9) homogeneous is obtained by replacing (6-9) by 
Over the perforation, f^=i (r=w, 0<9<a, 0<z<h) (10a) 
Over the impervious 
part, DMJKD -^=0 (r=w, a<0<3, h<z<s) (10b) 
Additional boundary conditions, = 0 (shown in Fig. 2), mean 
no flow crosses the top and bottom of the flow region in Fig. 4, be­
cause of symmetry. 
20 
Potential function 
Following Sellm and Kirkham (1974), and clues from Byerly (1893, 
p. 234, problem 9) and Dodson and Cardwell (1945), a potential function 
<j) may be found which satisfies Laplace's equation (2) (see Appendix A) 
at all points in the flow region of Fig. 4, and the boundary conditions 
(3), (4) and (5). With m, n = 0, 1, 2, and v defined as 
v = -j (11) 
that is, 
for g = n, V = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,  n (11a) 
for g = tt/2, v = 0, 2, 4, 6, 2n (lib) 
for g = 7r/3, V = 0, 3, 6, 9, . . . ,  3n (11c) 
and 
for g = ir/Np (as given by (1)) 
v = 0, N ,  2N ,  3N ,  nN (lid) 
P P P P 
The potential function tj), with dimensions of length, is found as 
r» 00 oo — U) p go g
 ^• 1 -[ I Î 
I w ljn=0 n=( 
A R (mirr/s) cos cos 
-^  lm  0 ^ s g 
(12) 
where the function R^(mmr/s) is given by (see Appendix E), 
R^(mnr/s) = ^"(r/w) m=0, n=0, v=mr/e (13) 
c#)""" - (f)'' 
Ry(n"rr/s) = ^ m=0, n>0, v=nn/g (14) 
¥  -  y  
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K^(nnrr/s)I^(mirR/s) -  I^(mTrr/s)K^(imrR/s) 
Ry(niirr/s) K^(imrw/s)I^(imrR/s) -  I^(mnw/s)K^(mnR/s) 
m>0, n>0, v=mr/g 
One may get (13) and (14) from (15) by defining e by e = mirr/s and then 
letting G+0 (see Appendix B). 
In (15), I and K are modified Bessel functions of the first and '  
second kind, respectively, of order v. Information on the use of such 
series as given by (15) is in Smythe (1968, Chapter V, see especially 
problem 106, p. 209), Dodson and Cardwell (1945), and Selim and Kirkham 
(1974). 
From (13-15), one can see that 
1= 1 for r = w (16a) = 0 for r = R (16b) 
For simplicity, the problem was set so that v in (lla-lld) is an 
integer, so that I^ and in (15) are either available from British 
Association Mathematical Tables (1962), or can be easily calculated 
from computer programs obtained by private communication with Dr. D. E. 
Amos (see Amos and Daniel, 1975), and Appendix D. 
In (15), the A^^ (m = 0, 1, 2, n = 0, 1, 2, . , .) are arbi­
trary constants. By proper choice of the A^^, the remaining boundary 
conditions (6)-(9) over the well face are to be satisfied. 
We first consider the derivative of (7)-(9). A derivative of 4» 
with respect to a dimensionless length or (r/s) may be found from (12) 
as 
22 
3[(<l'  y r  » 3Ry(nnTr/s) imrz mrS 
îtîti) =-Jo Jo -
In (17), if 3(J)/3r = 0, then the left-hand side of (17) is zero and to 
satisfy (7), (8), and (9), we set the derivative of the left-hand 
side of (17) of our work equal to zero as 
~ " 9R (imrr/s) „ 
111= u u—u 
and the are to be found to satisfy (17a) at all points on surfaces 
II, III, and IV in Fig. 4. For use in (17a), we may write 
3R (mirr/s) 
^(r/s) = (18) 
in which the prime means differentiation with respect to the whole 
argument of R^; that is, we have 
9R (irnrr/s) 
= 3(m.r/s) 
We return to (13) to find by differentiation 9 [R^(mTrr/s) ]/3r = 
(-1/r) ln(R/w), m = 0, n=0, v= mr/S (see Appendix B), which, for 
later reference, after multiplying by (-l/ir) becomes 
.  9R (mirr/s) 
-  V "sTïTi) nrlnCE/») "0) 
We also find from (14) (see Appendix B) 
3R (mnr/s) ^ ^ (f) \ (§)" 
" 9(r/s) = 7 7 .w,-v w.v m=0, n>0, v=nn/6 (21) 
23 
and rearrange (18) with values of m, n, and v added as 
.  9R (mirr/s) 
— —d(r/s)—^ mB/(mmr/s) m>0, n>0, v=n7r/e (22) 
and from (15) and (19) we obtain 
Kj(mnr/s)I^(mnR/s) -  IJ(mnr/s)K^(mnR/s) 
R^(mirr/s) K^(mnw/s)I^(mmR/s) -  I^(mnw/s)K^(mnR/s) 
m>0, n>0 
where in (23) from Dwight (1961) formulas (804.2) and (803.2), KJ 
and I" can be expressed in terms of K and I as, 
V V V 
K;(mTrr/s) = -  (^^r/s) -  K^_^(m7rr/s) (24) 
r(mTTr/s) = -  I^(m7rr/s) + I^_i(mnr/s) (25) 
T-he series in (23) can be approximated by 
B/(mmr/s) = K^(miTr/s)/K^(mïïw/s) 
The approximation is valid for large arguments in (23); i .e. for large 
values of m and R/s (see Appendix B). 
Next, the boundary conditions (6)-(9) need to be satisfied. This 
can be done by substituting (6) into (12) and (7)-(9) into (17) (for 
the boundary surfaces I,  II, III, and IV, as in the small figure at the 
left of Fig. 4) to get 
24 
1 = 1  I A cos ^  cos (26a) 
m=0 n=0 ® P 
over surface I (r=w, 0<z<h, O<0<a) 
and 
m=0 n=0 
over surface II (r=w, 0<z<h, a<0<S) 
and surfaces III and IV (r=w, h<z<s, O<0<3) 
In (26a), r is to be put equal to w after differentiation and before 
summation. In (26a) and (26b), the constants A are the same for 
mn 
every region (I, II,  III, and IV). 
Our task now is to find the values of the constants A so that 
mn 
(26a) and (26b) are satisfied. Finding such constants can be done 
by extending Gram-Schmidt series development method, as used 
especially by Selim and Kirkham (1974) for a one variable (two-piece) 
function to a two variable (four-piece) function. This can be done 
by combining (26a) and (26b) into a piece function equation in the 
form (developed with more general symbols as (C4) in Appendix C) 
given by (for surfaces I,  II, III, and IV) 
f(^^(z,8) =11 A^^) u (z)v (0) 0<z<s, O<0<3 (27) 
mn m n 
m n 
m,n=0,l,2,.. .  ,N N->«> 
(N) 
In (27), f (z,0) as applied to our problem of Fig. 4 is the Nth 
approximation of a function f(z,6) determined by the left sides of 
(26a) and (26b), that is f(z,0) = 1 for surface I and f(z,0) = 0 for 
25 
surfaces II,  III, and IV, displayed as 
f(z,0) = 1 (0<z<h, O<0<a, r=w) for surface I 
(0<z<h, ot<0<6, r=w) for surface II (28) 
f(z,6) = 0 
(h<z<h, O<0<B, r=w) for surfaces III and IV 
For u^(z) function of (27), we compare (27) with (26a) and 
(26b) (where in (27) the indexes <*> are to be considered as Ns) 
to find 
UQ(Z) = 1 , (m=0) (29a) 
over surface I 
u^(z) = cos ,  (m=l,;2,., .) (29b) 
Comparison of (26b) and (27) gives with the aid of (20) and (22) for 
r=w 
-  ™ln(R/w) '  
over surfaces ii, iii, and iv 
u^(z) = mRj(Sp^) cos ^  , (ra=1.2,.. .) 
and V = (29d) p 
In (27), if we regard 9 as constant, then (v = •^) in (29d) will be 
p 
equal to zero and the problem is then reduced to that of Selim and 
Kirkham (1974) (ring slot problem). 
For v^(8) function of (27), again we compare (27) with (26a) 
and (26b) to find 
26 
vq(0) = 1 (n=0) (30a) 
over surfaces I, II, III, and IV 
V (0) = cos (n=l,2,.. .) (30b) 
n p 
However, if we regard z as constant in (27), the problem is then 
reduced to that of Dodson and Cardwell (1945) (vertical slot problem) 
and (30a) and (30b) then become 
Vg(0) = 1 (n=0) (31a) 
over surface I 
V (0) = cos (n=l,2,.. .) (31b) 
n p 
'o(*) •  .»ln(R/») (31c) 
over surfaces II, III, and IV 
(n=l,2,.. .),  V = -^ (31d) n (fi  
3 
L(f)-" - (f)"J 
In (26)-(27), the coefficients A can be evaluated by the use 
mn 
of some general formulas developed in Appendix C. These formulas are 
then applied to (28)-(33). In Appendix C, the development of f(x,y) 
into a Gram-Schmidt summation is based on recursion relations (Kirkham 
and Powers, 1972). A computer program was developed in Appendix E to 
(N) 
calculate the A^^ using the general formulas and tables given in 
Appendix C. In this computer program, a subroutine Orth (Boast, 1969) 
was modified and used to get some of the intermediate relations. For 
this subroutine, the integrals u and v defined by 
" mn mn 
u 
mn 
u (z)u (z)dz m,n = 0,1,2, . . . ,  N (32) 
0 
27 
fg 
(u^^) = v^(0)v^(e )d0 m,n = 0,1,2, . . . ,  N (33) 
must be supplied by the user of the computer program. These definite 
integrals must be evaluated for surfaces I,  II, III, IV of Fig. 4 by 
substituting (29a), (29b), (29c), and (29d) into (32) to get the 
u and (31a), (31b), (31c), and (31d) into (33) to get the v ,  
mn mn 
and then performing the integration analytically. Another relation 
must be supplied by the user and is defined by (C48) of Appendix 
C, which in the present case becomes 
s fg 
F = f(z ,e )u (z)v (0)dzd0 m,n = 0,1,2, . . . ,  N (34) 
JQ •'o m n 
over the surfaces I,  II, III, and IV 
(N) 
As a specific example, the A of (27) were calculated for 
mn 
values of (w/s = 1, R/s = 2, h/s = 0.5, and a/g = 0.5 in Fig. 4), 
where g = 180° as in Fig. 3, and N = 0,1,.. . ,100. The coefficients 
(N) 
A^^ were found to approach constant values for large N. Graphs of 
the function f^^\z,0) of (27) versus z and 0 (over the boundary 
surfaces I,  II, III, and IV) for N = 0, 1, 5, 20, 50, and 100 are 
shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, one sees that the successive approxima-
N 
tion of f (z,9) of (27) approaches f(z,0) of (28) for increasing N. 
N It  can be also seen in Fig. 5 that f (z,0) converge pointwise for 
increasing N to f(z,0) of (28) except at points of discontinuity of 
z=h and 0=a where, in accordance with Dirichlet 's conditions 
(Whittaker and Watson, 1940), the function f^(z,0) should converge to 
1/2, which is the average value of f(z,0) of (28). To make sure that 
Fig. 5. Approximation of f^^^(z,8) (equation (28)) of the mixed boundary value function f(z,0) 
(equation (29)) for several values of N and for R/w=2, w/s=l, h/s=0.5 and a/g=0.5 in 
Figure 4 
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N 
the function f (z,0) has been properly developed, convergence in the 
mean (Courant and Hilbert, 1953) of f^^^(z,0) to f(z,9), known also 
as the completeness relation, needs to be evaluated. This relation is 
given in Courant and Hilbert (1953) (as applied to our work) by 
s r0 2 P 
f (z,0)dzd6 = 
0 m,n=0 
sfb 
0^ 0 
f(z,0)X^(z)y^(0)dzd0 (35) 
which holds, if the system of functions are orthonormal and 
complete in the region 0<z<s, O<0<3. Petrovsky (1954, p. 155) gives 
the same relation of (35) and called it  Parseval's equality expressed 
as 
CO 00 
0 
[f(z ,e)]  dzd0 = I I B 
m=0 n=0 mn 
(36) 
which holds for every square integral function f(z,0) in the region 
0<z<s, O<0<3. 
However, no analytical solution to the completeness relation 
given by (35) or (36) was developed for our method of solution given 
in Appendix C. 
Approximate Solution Using Fourier Series 
An approximate solution for the function (12) is developed by 
assuming that the normal derivative 3(j)/3r of the potential head over 
the perforation is constant, and 9(j)/9r over the impervious part of 
the well surface is zero. This assumption makes the boundary condi­
tions (6)-(9) homogeneous (i .e.,  3(j)/9r is given everywhere on the 
30 
surface r=w of the flow region). The boundary conditions (3)-(5) 
will remain the same. The potential function given by (12) is 
then made to satisfy the boundary conditions (10a) and (10b): 
^(^7  ^ Jo Jo -
(r=w, 0<z<h, O<0<a) 
over surface I 
" 3R (mïïr/s) .  
° = io io  ^ T 
(r=w, h<z<s, O<0<x), (r=w, h<z<s, a<6<3) 
(r=N, 0<z<h, a<9<3), over surfaces II, III, and IV 
where the constants A become different from those of the mixed 
mn 
boundary conditions problem and is the potential head difference 
across the system and i  is the flux per unit area of open space per 
unit head difference across the system per unit of conductivity. 
Next, a function f(z,0) is defined as 
) /  
f(z,9) = d(r/s) 0<z<h, O<0<a (39) 
f(z,9) = 0 r=w, h<z<s, ct<e<B (40) 
In view of (39) and (40), equations (37) and (38) can be written 
as: 
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° Jo io -
3E^(n»r/s> 
COS COS —T-
s 3 
r=w, 0<z<h, O<0<oi (41) 
0° 00 3R (mïïr/s) 
° ° Jo Io 3(r/8) mïïz mr9 COS COS — s 6 
r=w, h<z<s, a<0i3 (42) 
Equations (41) and (42) are then combined into a single equation 
as: 
~ 3R (mirr/s) 
mïïz nirG 
cos cos —r-
s 6 
r=w, 0<z<s, 0<9<6 (43) 
Next, a dimensionless constant B is defined by 
mn 
9R 
B = A m,n 
mn mn 9(r/s) (44) 
where 
3R 
= mtt r-3(r/s) m,n 
ra=0,1,2,... 
n=0,l,2,.. .  (45) 
niT 
T 
In view of (44) and (45), equation (43) then becomes: 
32 
f(z,9) "Il B cos cos 0<z<s, 0<e<6 (46) 
m=0 n=0 mn s g 
which is a half range double summation Fourier Series that can be 
easily solved for the constants subject to the boundary conditions 
and the assumed function f(z,0). 
The constant B^^ can be found by assuming that f(z,0) in (46) 
can be expressed in terms of cos by Fourier theorem if 9 is 
regarded as a constant, then (46) can be written as 
f(z,0) = -^ + % a cos 0<z<s (47) 
^ m=l ® 
where i t  is known that 
a = — f f(A,8) cos dX m=l,2,.. .  (48) 
m s JQ S 
and 
a- = — [ f(A,0) dA m=0 (49) 
u s jQ 
where A is a dummy variable. 
f(X,0) in (48) and (49) is a function of 0 and may be developed 
by the Fourier theorem as 
h  ^
f(A,0) = -^ + I b cos O<0<S (50) 
n=l " 
where 
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where 
bn = g (  cos ™ dy ,  n=l,2,3 . . .  (51) 
and 
2 bg = J J f(^.y) dy ,  n=0 (52) 
where m is a dummy variable. 
Putting and b^ as given by (51) and (52) in the right side of 
(50) gives 
f(A,0) = J  ,y) dy + 
0 i 
^1 ^ 1 COS cos (53) 
Putting f(X,9) of (53) into the right side of (48) gives 
•3 
m "  [ •  L  
• i i " 
1 
3 
f(X,y) dy + 
y=0 
y=0 
[f (X,u)dy cos -^^]cos |  cos dX (54) 
and putting f(A,6) of (53) into the right side of (49) gives 
+1 
n=l )j=0 
[f(A,y) cos dy] cos H (55) 
Putting and a^ of (54) and (55) into (47) gives 
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f(A,y) dy + 
+ I I" I  [f(^»p) cosdp] cos-^~jdxj 
• I p D r. 
00 
+ I 2 
f(A,W) dp + 
n=l ^ Ju=0 
[f(X,p)diJ cos cos ^^^jcos dxj cos 
(56) 
After arranging, (56) can be written as 
r s  f 6  
= s 6 
X=0 •')j=0 
s 00 
f(X,M) dydX + 
6 
cos 
X=0 n=l 
mr9 
e ' 
, 2 1  r  _  m ï ï z  
y=0 
s rg 
i\=0 •'iJ=0 
f(\,)j) cos dpdA + 
f(\,lj)dycos dA + 
 ^z z r 
+ 7 6 v°' s 
m=l 
s » 
cos 
mr0 
A=0 n=l p=0 
f ( X , l j )  cos ^^dp cos —dA 
(57) 
In the second and fourth terms of (57), the sum and integral 
signs are interchanged for simplification, so f(z ,0) can be expressed 
as, 
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f(z.0) = 
s i-B 
a—0 |i~0 
f(A,y) dydX + 
4 1 1 - T  
, 2 1  r  
+ - - I COS 
m=l 
n=l 
s 6 
mrrz 
s 6 '  s 
x=0 •'|j=0 
s fg 
f(X,y) cos dydA + p 
X=0 
00 CO 
+ 7 f I I cos 
jj=0 
s fg 
f(X,lj) cos dydA + 
m=l n=l 
cos I I f(A,y) cos cos dydA 
® p k=0 ^=0 p ® 
(58) 
where (58) may be written as 
f(z,0) = BQQ COS cos + 
+  i  'on ? 
+1  ^  
which is the same as the double half range Fourier Series sought in 
(46). 
From (58) and (59) ,  the constant can be found as 
•s rg 
b _ 1 1 00 s g dA A=0 
s 
M=0 
g 
f(A,|j) dy m=0, n=0 (60) 
On 
1 2 f ("p 
~ 7 "ft f(A,w) cos dy m=0, n=l,2,3.. .  (61) 
s p }x=0 •'u=0  ^
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g = — — 
mO s g 
5 = -"l 
mn s 3 
dA 
a—0 p=0 
f (A,y) cos du (62 )  
m=l,2,3... ,  n=0 
dA [ f(A,y) cos 21^ CCS dy 
A=0 ^=0 ^ G 
(63) 
m=l,2,3.,. ,  n=l,2,3,.. .  
Equations (60)-(63) are the same as Street 's (1973) Eqs. (5.87) and 
(5.88), pp. 145-146. 
To fix the attention on (z , 0 )  space, (60)-(63) can be written 
as, 
PS fg 
®00 = s3 Jo f(z,0) de m=0; n=0 
B = — 
On sg 
B „ = —T 
mû sS 
g 
mT0 dz f(z,0) cos d0 ra=Oj n=l , 2 , . . .  
0 ^ 0  ^  
fS 
0 
fS f g 
f  ( z , 0 )  C O S  d z  
g 
d0 n=0, m=l,2,.. .  
0 
B 
mn sg _ f(z,0) COS COS dzd0 S p 
m ) ri"" 1)2)##* 
(64) 
(65) 
( 6 6 )  
(67) 
Since the normal derivative of the potential head dcji/dr vanishes 
over parts of the well face other than the perforation (boundary condi­
tions (lOa)-(lOb)) and the f(z,0) is zero everywhere over the well 
surface except the perforation, the limits of integration in (64)-
(67) can be changed to 0<z<h and 0<8<a. Evaluating the integrals 
gives 
ha 
- it (68) 
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bo.-f (69) 
(70) 
=mn = 4[^L si.  mlh JL si,  SIl] f(:,9) (71) 
where f(z,6) is the assumed function given by (39)-(40). 
The constant calculated from (68)-(71) are then put into 
(44) to obtain the desired constants A of (43). 
The coefficients calculated from ( 4 3 )  by Fourier's theorem, 
which corresponds to the homogeneous normal derivative condition, are 
now inserted into (26a), which represents the mixed boundary condition, 
that the potential head is constant over perforation If (26a) 
is closely satisfied, it  may be considered that the normal derivative 
homogeneous method has provided suitable coefficients for the mixed 
boundary value problem. 
This method was used by Muskat (1937, pp. 263-274) in evaluating 
potential distribution and production capacities of partially penetrat­
ing well. Muskat recommended that a uniform flux density can be 
assumed (rather than a uniform potential) per unit length of the well 
surface and the potential that will result from this flux can be 
found. However, Muskat indicated that, in order to obtain a uniform 
potential over the well surface, the flux density must be varied. 
Dodson and Cardwell (1945) used Muskat's approach to solve the problem 
of flow into slotted well liners. Kirkham (1950) also suggested using 
a similar approach in finding potential flow into circumferential 
mn 
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openings in drain tubes. 
Flow through Perforation Analysis 
(N) 
After the A^^ of (27) are found, the potential distribution 
throughout the flow medium can be obtained by using the potential 
function (12) (summed for m and n to N-^). With the potential function 
known for any point in the flow medium, the flow to the perforation in 
the well casing can now be considered. 
Let Q be the flow through the perforation BCDE of Fig. 4, for 
the angle ct and the perforation height h. Then, let 2Q be the flow 
for the perforation angle 2a and the section height h of Fig. Ic, and 
the flow for of the perforations for the section height s be 
Np(2Q), Let Q q  be the corresponding flow for the height s of a 
fully screened well. And let Q/Oq be a diraensionless flow ratio as 
•  4 - ?  
where from Todd (1959), for a length s of fully screened well (flow 
is purely radial and we now used K for k of Fig. 4), we have 
"o -
so that putting of (1) and of (72) into (73) gives 
q (ïï/b)(2q) 
Qg " 2irsK(<|)j^-({)^)/ln(R/w) 
Next, Q can be found by computing the flux K3(j)/3r entering the 
flow section through the surface GHITG of Fig. 4 at r=R as 
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Q = KR 
s g a. 
(•^) dzd0 (75) 
0 r=R 
We evaluate r derivative of the potential, ((), at  r=R of (12) 
and substitute the result into (75) and perform the integration as 
q = kr(*%-4^ ) 1/r ,(n) 
,  4n(R/w) 00 
">=0 n-vco 
where the primes on the double sum mean that and A^ q are included 
but not the A q q .  The series terra in (76) vanishes upon integration; 
therefore, the flux Q is (for N-h») 
Q - C '  (77) 
Putting Q of (77) into (74) gives 
i = A<»' , N- (78) 
(N) 
Since the Aqq coefficient can be determined by the methods 
mentioned earlier in the text, the general solution of the rectangular 
perforations (three dimensional system) is found. 
Flow into Slotted Well Pipe 
A simpler method to study the flow into the perforated well 
casing is by taking the perforation semiheight h equal to the semi-
spacing s in Fig. 6. This will reduce the three-dimensional problem 
40 
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the geometry associated with continuous 
vertical slot of well pipe or drain tube 
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of r,z,0 into a two-dimensional problem of r,9 only. The exact solu­
tion of the problem may be obtained by following Kirkham and Powers 
(1972, pp. 219-228). In the following section, details for calcula­
tions for a wide range of parameters will be given. 
The analytical solution is based on the geometry of Fig. 6. It is 
assumed that the slots of the well liner are vertical and are equally 
spaced and that by symmetry only one flow section needs to be con­
sidered as ABCDOFGHA. The figure is drawn for well casing with four 
flow sections. The angle of the slot is taken to be 2a and the angle 
of the flow section to be 28. The fraction of the open space of a 
flow section is, then, 
= a/g (h/s) ,  (where h/s=l gives full length slots) (79) 
and the number of flow sections is 
n = 2n/2b = TT/3 (80) 
The hydraulic head (piezometric level) in the well casing is 
taken to be zero potential; that is, the water level in the well is the 
reference level and the head at radial distance R is taken to be (|)^ 
and is assumed given. Q is the flow into a unit length of the slotted 
well liner; that is, the flow per unit length into one flow section 
and the flow into N number of flow sections is NQ=Q^, QQ is the flow 
into a unit length of fully screened well, and is the hydraulic 
conductivity. 
The flow into one flow section is given by K.P. (5-94) as 
42a 
K(k k ) 
Q = 2Kc+R Pxt-k-T 
subject to or Ogk^kggk^gl as given by K.P. (p. 221, Fig. 
5-8d), where KjK** are complete elliptic integrals of modulus (k^kg), 
and k^.kg are expressions defined by K.P. (5-80); K^=k of Fig. 2. 
To solve (81), K.P. gives the following two auxiliary expressions 
for getting k^ and which in turn enables the solving of (81). 
The first auxiliary expression is given by K.P. (5-84) as 
" f 1» (*/") (82) 
and the second is by K.P. (5-83) as 
I  KCkg) = OKCkg) = u = F(sin"^ (83) 
(modulus kg) 
Other needed functions are defined in Dwight (1961, pp. 177-180), as 
ày F(*,k) = u = 
0 (1 - k^ sin^ )^ ''^  
(84) 
where y is a dummy variable, (ji is the amplitude and F is the elliptic 
function of the first kind of modulus k. 
f n / 2  
F(|-,k) = K = K(k) = _èl 
0 (1 - k^ sin\)^ ^^  
(85) 
and 
f^ /2 ^ 
K" = K-(k) = K(k") = 21 (86) 
Jo (1 -  k'^^sin y) 
9 2 
where is a complementary modulus squared related to k by 
42b 
2 2 k + k" = 1 (87) 
Next, a very helpful function defined as Jacobi's "nome," q and comple­
mentary nome q"* can be written as 
,  .  e-'K'/K q-+0 for k->l (88) 
(89) 
An important relation connects q and q-* and may be found from 
(88) and (89) as follows: 
In q = -irK'/K or In — = ttR'/K 
and 
so that 
In q-* = —irK/k' '  or 
(Inq) • (Inq") = it'  
= TTK/K-
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
or 
or 
(In ^0'(ln  ^ )  = TT^ 
2 2 In q = it /In q^* and In q"* = it /In q 
q .  and q- -
(93) 
(94) 
Now q is known, k may be found from Hancock (1910, p. 241) as 
k = 
1 + 2q + 2q4 + 2q^ + 2q^^ + 2q^^ + . . .  
(95) 
(Best for q â 0.04321; i .e.,  k i  sin 45°) 
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The series in (95) converge rapidly, even for q g 0.4033, 
that is, for k g sin 89°; because then = 0.79691 and = 
0.000014 and = 0.000,000,0103. If q^^^ is close to unity; 
1.e.,  q^^^ > 0.80, then convergence in (95) will be slow. However, 
1/4 if q is close to unity, the complementary nome q" can be used. 
Hancock (1910, p. 244) gives 
(It--)l/2 _ 1 - 2q + 2q^ -  2q^ + . . .  (gg) 
1 + 2q + 2q^ + 2q^ + . . .  
The series ( 96) implies the complementary relation 
(97) ^1/2 ^ 1 - 2q" + 2q'4 -  + . . .  
1 + 2q' + 2q/4 + 2q"^ + . . .  
where q^ is given by q" = e^ 
Other notations are considered to evaluate more needed functions. 
Now, (84) can be written as 
u = u(*,k) = F(*,k) = [  (98) 
® "^1 - k^sin^Y 
where, from Dwight (1961) (751.3), a function sn u is defined by 
sn u = sin cp, (modulus k) (99) 
where 0 g u g k. 
There are a number of ways to express sn u (Dwight (1961), 760.1; 
Hancock (1910, p. 472); Spenceley (1947, p. 360)), With Spenceley's 
(1947, p. 360) eq. (A), a general relation of the function sn u of rapid 
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convergence can be written as 
sn u=sin^=sn(u, . .W = 
\l + q + 
2q4 + 2q9+2qlG + 2q25 
q*+ql2 + q20+q30 + 
+ . . . ^ 
- .  1TJ 2 .  Sttu .  6 .  5ïïu 12 Tttu 20 .  9ïïu 
sin-^- q sin-^+ q sin^^- q sin-^+ q sin-2K 2K 2K 
.  O 2Tru .  „ 4 4ïïu .  9 ÔTTU ,  _ 16 Siru 
_l-2qcos-^+ 2q cos-;^- 2q cos-^+ 2q cos-2K 2K 2K 
(100) 
(best for k+O; i .e.,  q<0.04321 
Eq. (100) works well for k£sin 89°; then, two additional equations are 
available in Spenceley (1947). These may not be obtained by changing 
k to k" and q to q'  in (100). From Spenceley (1947, p. 361, eq. E) 
sin(j)= sn(u,k) ' l+2q' + 2q"^+2q"^ + 2q + 2q'^^+.. 
.1 -  2q' + 2q"4 + 2q'^ + 2q"^^ -2q"^^+... ,  
• 4 1- TTU ^2 ,  3ïïu , ,6 . Situ ,12 . 7ttu . ,20 . 9ttu 
sinh-^- q sinh-^+ q sinh-^- q sinh-^+ q sinh-^ 2K' 
, TTU . ,2 , Sttu , ,6 , 5ttu .  ,12 ,_7nu . >.20 9Tru .  
.cosh-^^+ q cosh-^^+ q cosh-^^+ q cosh-^^-f q cosh 
(best for K->1 or u->-0) (101) 
For u->K and k->-l, Spenceley (1947, p. 361, eq. F) gives 
sn (K-u) . + + + + 
\ l - 2 q '  +  2 q ' 4  - 2 q ' ^ - 2 q ' ^ G -
'1 -  2q'*cosh-|^+ 2q' ' '^cosh-|^- 2q'^cosh|^+ 2%" 2K' 
1 + 2q' 'cosh-|^+ 2q' '^cosh|^+ 2q'^cosh|^ + 
(102) 
where sn u can be found from Spenceley (1947, p. 361) as 
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sn u = sn{cn ^[dn u'sn(K-u)]} . (103) 
Next, an expression for K'/K in terms of k can be found. Eq. 
(90) can be written as 
= -  ^  In q k+0 (104) 
IS. TT 
and from Abramowitz and Stegum (1964, p. 591), eq. 17.3.2.1 gives 
2 2 2 2 
q = Yg + 8(^)2 + 84 (^)^ + 992(|g)^ + ... k->0 (105) 
and (104) with (94) gives for k->l 
That is, after taking the reciprocal of the first and the last terms 
of (106), we have 
f ^ (107, 
(note that K'' in (107) is now in the denominator), where from (94), 
after taking primes, gives 
q^ = ^  + 8(^)^ + 84(^)-^ + 992 c^)"" + ... k^l (108) 
From (104) and (105) for k->-0, K^/K becomes 
K" 1 k^ k^ 2 k^ 3 k^ 4 
^=- i ln[|g + 8(f^)^ + 84(^)^+ 992(^)'^ + ...] (109) 
Similarly, from (108) and (109) for k+1, K/K" becomes 
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k 1 k"*^ k"^ 9 ifq 6 KT = - 7 1" [I3r+8(lir4 +84(lûr) +992(lir) ("O) 
where k"" = (1 -
2 2 However, for values of k or k" > 0.4, the series in (109) and 
(110) do not converge rapidly. An alternative expression can be found 
by using Spenceley (1947, p. 359) as 
where 0 is the modular angle associated with k; that is, k = sin 0; 
2 1/2 
also, we remember that k' '=(l-k) ; then Spenceley gives q in 
terms of Z of (111) as 
q = Jl + 22^+ 15Jl^ + 150£^^ + 1707)1^^+ 2091£^^ + 268,616Jl^^ + ... (112) 
(best for 9 < 70°) 
According to Spenceley, the series in (112) converges rapidly 
except for 0 greater than 70°. 
When 0 is greater than 70°, the complementary nome q' may be 
used as 
q- = + ZZ-'^ + ISr^ + ISOJL-*^^ + 17072^17 + . . .  (113) 
where 
and q' is given by the relation (94). 
Equations (84) through CI14) apply to elliptic function problems 
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in general. The objective of this part of the study is to apply the 
above general elliptic formulas to solve (81), (82), and (83). 
Putting K'/K of (82) into (88) and using for q, we obtain 
-ïïK2(k2)/K(k2) -•ir(N /ir)ln(R/w) q2 = e = e = (R/w) 
-N (115) 
that is, q^ = (R/w) (modulus k^) and q^ can be found by putting 
qg of (115) into (94) to get 
,  n^/ln(R/w) ^ -Tr^/Nln(R/w) 
q2 = e = e (116) 
Putting k=k„ and q=q„ in (95), we find the modulus k2 as 
^2 = 
0 . 5 + q + q ^ + q ^ +  q ^ ^  +  q ^ ^  +  . . .  
(117) 
^2 = 
for q2 a 0.0432; i.e » 
VI
I 
CM sin 45"; i.e., k2-»-0) 
(97) gives 
0.5 - q^ + q^^ - + + . . ."  
2 
0.5 + q^ + qg^ + + + . • • 
(118) 
(best for q2 â 0.04321; i.e., kg-^l) 
Next, k, can be obtained by considering the last equality in (83) 
which is 
u = F(sin ^ k^, k2) (119) 
which, in view of (84), may be written as 
u = 
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^(j)=sin j (the modulus of 
(1 - k^sinzy)!/: " 
(120) 
Another needed relation in (83) is 
u = ^^(kg) (u has modulus of kg) (121) 
and observe from (83) and (84) the relation 
* = sin ^ k^ (modulus k^) (122) 
That is, 
sin 4 = (123) 
and (99) can be written as 
sin (() (modulus k^) = sn u (modulus kg) (124) 
So, combining (123) and (124) gives 
k^ = sn u (modulus kg) (125) 
Now, let k=k2 and K=K(k2) in (100), and where the quantity ÏÏU/2K in 
view of (121) becomes 
^ ^ (modulus kj (126) 2k(k2) 2k(k2) 2 .vg, 
From (100) and in view of (125) and (126), k^ can be written now 
as 
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'l+2q2 + 2q^+2q^+2q2^+ ... 
(sinirv - quslnSnv + q^sinSirv - qu^sin7mv + 
x i ^ g 
\1 -2q2cos2ïïv + zqgcosanv - z^gcosômv+ .. 
where TTV = — q^ g 0.04321, k^+O (127) 
An alternate formula for k^^ can be found from (101) as 
^ ycls + q^ + q^^+q^g + q^l^f 
1 I  0.5 -q; + q;4 
"sinha"* - (sinh3a')q^^ + (sinh5a'")q2^ - (sinh7a^)q2^^ + 
cosha-*+ (coshJa/)q2^+ (cosh5a^)q2^+ (cosh7a^)q2^^+ . 
q > 0.04321, kg+l (128) 
where q^ is given by (116) and 
2k/(k2) 
which, by use of (83), gives 
nok(k2) ^ 1 
" 2k'(k2) " 2^ k'(k2)/k(k2) (^^o) 
which by use of (82) gives 
" Iir ln(R/w) (131) 
With k^ given by (127), (128) and k2 given by (117)-(118), the 
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ratio K'(k^k2)/KCk^k^) of (81) can now be evaluated. 
Let 
s ' ^1^2 0 < kg < 1 (132) 
Putting (132) into (81) gives 
q = 2k. 4 
kxkg) 
c^r k'ckg) (133) 
K(k2)/K'(k2) can be obtained from (109) and by putting k^ for k to 
get 
k-(k3) ^ 
kôô i 
r 1,2 1,2 .2 2 
2 3 2 i 3 3 a 
+9 9 2 ( y g )  +  ... 
(k+0) 
(134) 
Similarly, putting k^ for k^ in (110) gives 
k(k3) ^ 
K'(k,) '  " 7 
k"^ k"*^ k"*^ k"^ 3 1 9 1 1 ta 
+^^(36") +992(-y^) + ... (135) 
(kg+l) 
2 2 As mentioned earlier in the text, for values of k^ or k^ > 0.4, 
the series in (134) and (135) converge very slowly. 
To get a better value of K'*(k2)/K(k2), an alternative series to 
(134; and (135) can be obtained by using Spenceley (1947, p. 359), but 
first, a modular angle 0^ associated with k^ can be defined as 
k^ = sin 0^ -1 or 0g = sin k^ (136) 
In view of (136), now (111) can be written as 
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, 1 - (cos 
777^:71772 
and (112) in view of (137) becomes 
-tr[k-(k3)/k(k3)] 
^3 
= e 
= &2+ 2SL^ + 15&2 + + 17071^^ + ... (138) 
or 
or 
k'dcj) 5 g 13 
«nqj = - %n[%3 + 2&2 + 15«2 + 150&2 + •.•) 
^ (^3) 1 5 9 13 
Jln[A3 + 2^3 + 15&2 + ISOa^ + ...] (139) 
Eq. (139) works best for 8^ < 70°. 
For 03 > 70°, the complementary nome q' will be used as 
-îr[k(k3)/k-(k3)] 
qg = e 
or 
or 
= &3 + 2&^5 + I5£-9 ^ j^-13 + _ ^ (140) 
K(k ) 
&nq3 = -ïï^,(^3) = &n[&3+ 2&^^ + 15&3^+150&3 
^(^3) 2 c g in 
) = - - £n[jl3 + 2)l3 +i5ji3 +i5oji3 . . . ]  ( 1 4 1 )  
Now that K'*(k3)/K(k3) or K(k3)/K^(k3) can be evaluated by (139) 
or (141), the flow into slotted well casing given by (70) can be 
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calculated. Next, a dlmensionless flow ratio of the slotted well pipe 
flow Q, to that of a completely screened well Qg, can be found from 
(73) and (81) for N number of slits as 
(N)2K d. K(k )/K-(k ) 
-ii- - r i- dkl') 
qq 2tik^<j)j^/ln(r/w) ^ ^ 
or, after canceling and rearranging, (142) becomes 
A = N ln(R/w) (143) 
QQ TT K'(K3)/K(K3) I ^ 
Eq. (142) gives exact solution for the flow problem of the slotted 
pipe when R/w > 1. An expression for Q/QQ when R=w at the well 
surface is also needed. 
It appears from (116) that as R/w+l, the quantity q^-^-O; therefore, 
k^ of (132) in view of (118) and (128) now becomes 
k- = k-k„= = tanha" (a"-^ for R/w=l) (144) J 11 cosha 
Dwight (1961, 658.1) gives for large positive value of a, 
tanha" = 1 - 2(e ^^) (145) 
Putting (145) into (144; gives as 
kg = 1 - 26"^^" (146) 
In view of (131), (146) becomes 
kg = 1 - (147) 
and 
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kg = 1 - /Nln(R/w)] (148) 
and by the use of the relation of (87) , (148) gives 
^ ^ g-[ntt^/nln(r/w)] (149) 
Putting (349) into (135) gives 
. - i InP 
ir L 
kfkg) r^-[î27r^/nln(r/w) ] 
K'Ckg) TT 16 
or 
(150) 
kfk]) oir 1 
K'Ck]) ~ Nln(R/w) ir ^ 
Putting (151) into (143) gives 
Q/Q„ = a[l„ + 7 in 4] (152) 
After arranging, (152) becomes 
Q/Qq = n + (^Y In 4) In (R/w) (153) 
TT 
For R=w, the second term on the right side of (153) becomes zero; 
hence, (154) becomes 
q/Q Q  = n (134) 
which one would expect physically. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It has been found by an analysis of flow through well tube 
perforations, that a dlmensionless flow ratio, expressed as Q/QQ> 
may be determined. Here, Q is the flow (L /T) from an outer aquifer 
boundary of radius R to perforations in a well casing of radius w, 
and Qq  is the flow to a completely open (fully screened) well. It 
has been shown (equation (78)) that Q is given by the relation Q/Qq = 
(N) (N) 
Aq q  , where Aq q  is the first one of a set of constants in the Nth 
approximation. The approximation of Q/Qg becomes exact as N approaches 
(N) 
infinity. Since the Agg can be formulated by either the exact method 
(mixed boundary conditions) or the approximate solution (homogeneous 
boundary conditions), the general solution of the rectangular perfora­
tions (three-dimensional system) may be found. 
To ensure that the theory and solution of the mixed value boundary 
problem given in Appendix C (a major contribution of this work.) has 
been properly developed, we examined graphs shown in Fig. 5. There 
is indeed pointwise convergence, and if we have properly fitted 
the (z,9) boundary domain of Fig. 4, left, to the (x,y) boundary 
domain, a<x<3, Y<y<G, of Appendix equations (CI) to (C146) and of 
Table C2, then our mixed boundary solution would appear to be 
obtained. 
We can check the value of Q/Qg given by (78) obtained by the 
exact method of mixed boundary conditions against Q/Qg of (78) obtained 
by the approximate solution of homogeneous boundary conditions. We have 
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found for the parameters w=l, R = 2, h =0.5, s = 1, OI = 7T/2, G = M, and 
the approximation N = 100 the value of Q/QQ  = 0.3838 for the exact 
method (mixed boundary value approach), for which we found for the 
same parameters, same N, the value of Q/QQ  = 0.3823 using the approxi­
mate method (homogeneous boundary conditions). The values thus are simi­
lar. (For details, see Appendix H.) We also checked our results against 
Selim and Kirkham (1974). We have found our answer of Q/QQ  obtained by 
exact method for the parameters w=l, R=2, h = 0.5, s = l, a = 3 = iT and 
N =100, was exact to four significant figures, as those obtained by 
Selim and Kirkham (1974) for the same parameters and the same N. 
Although a fair agreement 0.3838 vs. 0.3823 was found for the exact 
(mixed) method compared to the approximate (homogeneous) method, there 
arose questions about applying the planar (x,y) Gram-Schmidt Table C2 to 
the curved surface (I, II, III, IV) of Fig. 4, left. Overall, it 
appeared desirable to obtain an approximate solution. 
A simpler approximate solution to the potential function (12) was 
found and evaluated. This approximate solution was developed by substi­
tuting an approximate homogeneous boundary condition (10a) and (10b), for 
accurate mixed boundary conditions (6)-(9), and then solving (43) for 
the coefficients A^^ by assuming a value given by (39) and (40) for the 
function f(z,6). The coefficients calculated from (43) may be put in 
(26a), which corresponds to the exact solution (mixed boundary condi­
tion). When eq. (26a) is closely satisfied, a suitable function f(z,0) 
has been assumed and suitable constants A have been obtained. 
mn 
This procedure is similar to assuming a constant average flux 
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over the perforation and the average potential head tj) that will 
result can then be calculated. However, several studies have con­
cluded that neither a uniform flux nor a uniform piezometric head 
actually occurs along the face of the well (Soliman, 1965; Li, 1954), 
a fact that was observed in this study. However, a constant potential 
at the face of the well can be achieved by varying the flux density. 
This approach was used by Muskat (1937, pp. 271-274) and Hantush 
(1964, p. 251) to solve a similar problem. 
Fig. 7 gives the dimensionless flow Q versus R/w for 3 and 6 
rows of rectangular perforations and for values of h/s = 0.25, a/3 = 
0.40, and w/s = 2.0 of Fig. 4. Fig. 8 was obtained for exactly the 
same conditions as Fig. 4 except that h/s = 0.50 rather than 0.25. 
The curves of Figs. 7 and 8 were constructed from points calculated 
for R/w values of 2, 5, 10, 100, and 1000, using the approximate 
solution of the potential function. To determine the value of 
each point on these curves with accuracy, one must evaluate 
[9R^^yg(mnr/s)]/3r, then assume a suitable value of f(z,8) and calcu­
late the coefficients A from (64)-(67); these coefficients then are 
mn 
put into (26a). When (26a) is satisfied closely enough, a suitable 
function f(z,6) has been assumed and suitable coefficients A have 
mn 
been determined, and the A^g term of these coefficients corresponds 
to the dimensionless flow rate Q/Qg (78). 
The actual flow through perforations can be found by substituting 
a value of Q/QQ  read from Fig. 7 or Fig. 8 into (72) and computing Q 
with Qg as found in (73) . 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
h/s=0.25 
oi/p=0.40 
w/s=1.0 0.2 
0 
.2 i3 
R/w 
Fig. 7, Dimensionless flow rate Qq  versus r/w for 3 (6=120°) and 6 (P=60°) rows of rectangular 
perforations and for values of h/s=0.25, a/B=0.40 and w/s=1.00 
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0.6 
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Fig. 8. Dimensionless flow rate Q / Qq versus R/w for 3 ( G=120°) and 6 (0=60°) rows of 
rectangular perforations and for values of h/s=0.50, a/g=0.40, and w/s=1.00 
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In Figs. 7 and 8, as is to be expected, the dimensionless flow 
rate Q / QQ increases as the perforation number increases. It can be 
also seen in these figures that keeping the variables R/w, a/g, and 
w/s constant while increasing the variable h/s results in increase 
in the flow rate. 
Figs. 7 and 8 show that the effect of perforations on the flow 
rat e  Q / Q Q  o c c u r s  m o s t l y  i n  t h e  i m m e d i a t e  a r e a  o f  t h e  w e l l  ( R / w  <  5 ) .  
This effect decreases as the radius ratio (R/w) increases. This find­
ing confirms the results reported by several researchers that most of 
the hydraulic head loss occurs near the well (Engelund, 1953; Bravo 
and Schwab, 1977; Dierickx, 1980). 
Verification of the data presented in Figs. 7 and 8 can be made 
from graphs given by Dodson and Cardwell (1945) and Muskat (1942). 
For geometry of (R/w = 5, h/s = 0.5, a/3 = 0.2, w/s = 1.0, and N = 6), 
Fig. 8 of this study gives dimensionless flow rate Q/QQ  of 0.78, 
compared with Q/Qg of 0.80 as found from Dodson and Cardwell (1945), 
which constitutes a good check. 
The most interesting finding of Fig. 8 of this study is that 
the flow rate Q/QQ  into 6 rows (N = 6) perforations with geometry of 
(h/s = 0.5, a/3 = 0.4, w/s = 1.0, and radius ratio R/w =5), is 
approximately equal to the flow rate Q/QQ  into continuous longitudinal 
slots having the same N, a/6, w/s, and radius ratio R/w. This finding 
was reported by other researchers (Dodson and Cardwell, 1945; Muskat, 
1942; Dierickx, 1980). It thus appears that for practical purposes, 
the flow into a perforated casing or well screen with numerous and 
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closely spaced perforations (three-dimensional slits) can be found 
using a much simpler solution of the continuous longitudinal slots 
(two-dimensional slots). This approximation is accurate to within 
two to three percent when h/s > 0.40, N > 6, R/w > 5, and having 
ot/g of the short slot equal to that of the full length slot. The 
accuracy improves as h/s or N or R/w increases. 
Figs. 9, 10 and 11 give the ratio of flow into well casings 
with continuous longitudinal slots to that of completely open or 
fully screened well Q / Q Q» for the open fraction of the well of h/s = 
1 and a/3 = 0.20, 0.40, and 0.60, respectively. Each figures shows 
Q/Qq  versus R/w for 1, 3, 6, and 32 N number of slot rows. Figs. 12, 
13, 14, and 15 give Q / Q Q  versus R/w for 1, 3, 6, and 32 N number of 
slot rows. Each graph has six values of a/3; 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2 
0.5, and 0.75. The numerical values for Figs. 9-15 are given in 
Appendix G. Figs. 9-15 were obtained for equally spaced continuous 
longitudinal vertical slots, using the exact analytical solution pre­
sented earlier in this study. 
Again, as is to be expected and as can be seen in Figs. 9-15, 
the flow ratio Q / Q Q  increases as N or a/3 increases. 
In Figs. 9 and 10, the same flow ratio Q/Qg of 0.80 at R/w = 5 
can be found for (N = 6, a/3 = 0.20) and (N = 3, a/3 = 0.40). How­
ever, for two perforated casings or well screens having equal inlet 
area, the one with small closely spaced slot is more recommended due 
to less convergence of flow lines and slower entrance velocity, and 
hence, reduced invasion by sand particles and consequently lower 
1.00 
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0.40 
0.20 
R/w 
Fig. 9. Flow ratio Q/Qq of slotted well pipe to that of fully screened well versus R/w for 
a/3 = 0.20 and 1, 3, 6, and 32 perforation rows 
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tig. 10, Flow ratio Q/QQ of slotted well pipe to that of fully screened well versus R/w for 
a/3=0.40 and 1, 3, 6, 32 perforation rows 
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Fig. 11. Flow ratio Q / Qq of slotted well pipe to that of fully screened well versus R/w for 
a/3 = 0.6 and 1, 3, 6, and 32 slot rows 
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Fig. 1 2 .  Flow ratio Q/Qq of slotted well pipe to that of completely open well versus R/w for N=1 
and several values of a/3 
0.80 
Fig. 13. Flow ratio Q/Qg of slotted well pipe to that of completely open well versus R/w for 
N=3 and several values of a/3 
Fig. 14. Flow ratio Q/Qq OF slotted well pipe to that of completely open well versus R/w for N=6 
and several values of ct/3 
o» 
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Fxg. 15. Flow ratio Q/QQ of slotted well pipe to that of completely open well versus R/w for N=32 
and several values of a/g 
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head loss. However, for the practical purpose of choosing a perforated 
casing or well screen size, the choice should be based on other factors 
such as the mechanical strength of pipes and screens. 
The most important features of Figures 9-15 are that the flow 
into slotted well liners or into well screen can be easily found to 
a distance of less than 1 cm from the well surface. This is of great 
importance, because most of the changes in the hydraulic conditions 
occur in the immediate vicinity of the well face. Dutz (1950) reported 
that 50 percent of the hydraulic head loss occurs within a distance of 
less than 1 in. from opening. 
The results of Figures 9-15 are in good agreement with those of 
Dodson and Cardwell (1945) foir R/w > 5 and a/g < 0.2. For R/w < 5, 
Dodson and Cardwell's formula (28) gives lower flow values than the 
exact analytical solution of this study. 
Comparisons between flow values into slotted well pipe or well 
screen, obtained for several analytical solutions, are given in Table 
1. The table gives the flow ratios of slotted well pipe to that of 
fully screened well for four values of R/w: 2, 5, 10, and 100; two 
values of a/Q: 0,20 and 0.40; and four values of N: 1, 3, 6, and 32; 
and three different analytical procedures: a, b, and c. The procedure 
a is of the normal derivative method (homogeneous boundary conditions) 
for full length slots; the procedure b is of the exact solution by 
conformai transformation for continuous vertical slots of this study 
and Dodson and Cardwell (1945); and the procedure c (ring slot) is of 
Selim and Kirkham (1974), having the same open fraction of the well 
Table 1. Dimensionless flow rate Q/Qg of perforated well flow to that of a fully screened well 
for several values of R/w, N, a/$, and w/s = 1.0 
Number of slit rows (N) 
R/w a/g 1 3 6 32 
1* 2b 3% 1* 2b 3c 1* 2b 3c 1* 2b 3": 
2 0.20 0.2769 0.2973 0.32 0.4574 0.4750 0.49 0.6194 0.6392 0.66 0.8986 0.9043 0. 91 
5 0.20 0.4011 0.4203 0.44 0.6440 0.6728 0.68 0.7862 0.8044 0.82 0.9476 0.9564 0. 96 
10 0.20 0.4783 0.4986 0.51 0.7133 0.7463 0.75 0.8343 0.8547 0.86 0.9580 0.9691 0. 98 
100 0.20 0.6409 0.6654 0.67 0.8333 0.8565 0.87 0.9118 0.9227 0.94 0.9777 0.9845 0. 99 
2 0.40 0.4689 0.4973 0.51 0.6424 0.6674 0.68 0.7715 0.7965 0.80 0.9508 0.9543 0. 97 
5 0.40 0.5925 0.6177 0.62 0.7952 0.8196 0.83 0.8859 0.9009 0.92 0.9682 0.9798 0. 98 
10 0.40 0.6604 0.6877 0.67 0.8319 0.8667 0.87 0.9045 0.9286 0.93 0.9818 0.9858 0. 99 
100 0.40 0.7778 0.8125 0.82 0.9088 0.9286 0.94 0.9423 0-9630 0.96 0.9913 0.9928 0. 99 
Of normal derivative method (homogeneous boundary conditions) for full length slots. 
^Of the exact solution by conformai transformation for continuous vertical slots. 
^Of Selim and Kirkham's (1974) solution for circumferential openings, with the same open 
fraction of the pipe as a and b. 
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pipe as a and b. It can be seen in Table 1 that the approximate 
solution of perforation problem gives 4-5 percent lower flow values 
than solutions of continuous vertical slot and ring slot. The flow 
values are approximately the same for continuous vertical slot and 
ring slot having the same open percent of the pipe. However, for 
numerous subdivisions of slots, the three solutions give approximately 
the same flow values. Not shown in the table is that for a/g = 0, 
all entries a, b, c are zero, and for a/3 = 1, all entries a, b, c 
are 1.0. Estimates of the flow ratio values for a/3 = 0.05, 0.10, 
..., etc. can be obtained by graphs that would include the values 
for a/3 = 0 and 1. 
Application of Results to Flow into Drain Pipes 
The solutions developed in this study for casing perforations 
or well screens can also be applied to evaluate the groundwater flow 
rate into drain tubes. Drain tubes are commonly used for land under-
drainage to remove excess groundwater. These tubes are installed 
below the soil surface in nearly horizontal position, usually with 
mechanical devices attached to trenching equipment. These tubes are 
made of materials such as clay tile, concrete, smooth plastic pipe, 
or corrugated plastic pipe. Fig. 16 shows a diagram of drain tube 
of radius w buried horizontally at depth d below the soil surface. 
Therefore, the geometry of the drainage region in Fig. 16 is found by 
the method of images as described in Kirkham (1950) in which it was 
shown that the distance R of casing or well screen theory is replaced 
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Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of drain tube. The perforations shown on 
the diagram are not scale 
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by 2d. 
Performance of the drain tube can be significantly affected due 
to clogging of perforations by loose soil particles. Since large 
perforations in drain tubes might result in the entry of soil particles 
into the tubes, only small values of h/s and a/3 are used for practical 
purposes. Figures 9-15 of the well theory can be used for drain tubes 
if the R/w shown on the abscissas are replaced by 2d/w. However, one 
should keep in mind that for drain tubes, the values of h/s and a/g as 
encountered in practice are usually very small when compared with those 
of the well problem. 
To increase flow rate as well as to prevent clogging, the drain 
tubes are sometimes surrounded by an envelope material. The envelopes 
usually consist of highly permeable material such as gravel or synthetic 
materials. 
For evaluating the performance of a drainage system, the rate of 
drop in water table is more important than the flux. Schwab et al. 
(1969) concluded from field results that the theoretical effect of 
gap spacing can be applied to evaluate rate of drawdown of water 
table, provided that water table midway between drains is at least 60 
cm above drain center. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A theoretical mixed boundary value solution of the effect of size 
and disposition of perforations in a well casing has been developed based 
on certain assumptions and appropriate boundary conditions. The basic 
problem is that of non-axially symmetric steady state flow from an ex­
ternal boundary of a constant potential to a series of equally spaced rec­
tangular perforations (three-dimensional) on a well surface. The solu­
tion includes flow into continuous vertical slots (two-dimensional) and 
ring openings (three-dimensional, two coordinates, axially symmetric). 
The exact analytical solution of the mixed boundary value problem 
was formulated by extending the modified Gram-Schmidt series development 
method as described by Kirkham and Powers (1972) for a single variable 
function to a two variable function (in three-dimensional space). 
However, it appeared in the type of problem studied that this procedure 
is very lengthy, because the function f^^^(z,0) of (27) doesn't converge 
very rapidly. Also, questions arose on the applicability of a (z,0) 
boundary space of Fig. 4 left to an (x,y) space of Table C2. 
Because of the slowness of convergence for the mixed boundary 
value problem, and the (z,0) versus (x,y) space problem, a simpler 
and approximate solution to the three-dimensional problem was 
found and developed using homogeneous boundary conditions, with 
the aid of double Fourier series. The numerical results using this 
method were obtained by assuming that the normal derivative had a 
constant value over a whole perforation opening. (Use of several 
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different constant values over the perforation would more nearly result 
in a constant potential over the perforations, which is the more correct 
boundary condition over the perforation.) The results of the homogeneous 
normal derivative were found for h/s < 1, a/3 < 1 and a/3 = 1 to agree 
with the results of the exact mixed boundary value solution for certain 
parameters. The results of the normal derivative approximate procedure 
for the parametric ratio h/s=l were found to agree with those of Dodson 
and Cardwell (1945) for full length slots having the same dimensions (the 
same N, the same a /3,  and the same R/w), as seen in Table 1, column (a) 
versus column (b). For h/s < 1, the results of this approximate solution 
also showed that the flow into rectangular perforations can approximate 
the flow into continuous vertical slots for h/s > 0.4, N > 6, and R/w > 5 
and for  a/3 having the same value,  as  is  seen by comparing values of  Q/Qg 
of Fig. 8 with values of Q/Qq in column (b) in Table 1. 
The three-dimensional problem was reduced to include an exact 
analytical solution of the problem of continuous vertical slots (two-
dimensional problem). The numerical results of this solution were found 
and tabulated for a wide range of values (a/6 =0, ..., 1), (R/w =1, 
..., 10^), and N = 1, 3, 6, 32. The results show (see Appendix G) that 
the flow into a well can be determined with a great degree of accuracy up 
to within less than 1 cm distance from the well surface. This type of 
calculation is of great importance because the largest hydraulic gradient 
occurs in the immediate area of the well. 
The results of the well problem can also be applied to flow into 
drain tubes as used for land underdrainage, when the drain tubes are 
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installed in a nearly horizontal position below the soil surface. In 
practice, drain tubes are usually much smaller than well casings, but the 
theory applies to all sizes of drain tubes and wells where linear flow 
(Darcy's law) is valid and the porous medium is homogeneous and 
isotropic. 
The results of this study are presented in terras of the flow rates 
to a well or drain tube. However, once the flow is determined, other 
variables of greatest importance in well or drain tube flow problems, 
such as head loss (<}>_ -  ^  ), the hydraulic gradient, and entrance J\ w 
velocity, can be easily evaluated for any given situation. Thus, the 
results of this work would contribute an added knowledge to design 
criteria of well screens and drain pipes in order to improve efficiency 
and performance of wells and drains. 
Several appendices are given. Appendix C, used in the present work 
and which should be of general value in flow problems, converts the 
Kirkham-Powers (1972) modified Gram-Schmidt process for two-dimensional 
space to three-dimensional space. Other appendices include computer 
programs for solving three-dimensional problems and computer programs for 
evaluating Bessel's functions I and K and their derivatives I ' '  and K", 
n n n n 
Several other appendices associated with this work are given. 
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APPENDIX A. PROOF THAT THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION * AS GIVEN BY (12) 
SATISFIES LAPLACE'S EQUATION V^(f) = 0 
Let us check (12) to see If it is a solution to Laplace's equation 
(2). To make the check easy it is clear that we may drop or absorb 
any constants and drop summation signs, to write (12) as 
cp - - {ln(l/r) + cos mz' cos n0' [K (mr"*) -  I (mr')]} (Al) 
n n 
where 
z" = ^, 0" = r '  = (A2) 
Dropping the primes in (Al), we have 
(j) = ln(l/r) + cos mz cos n0 [K^(mr) -  I^(mr)] (A3) 
In which we see that <p = -ln(l/r) is a solution of (2) because 
in the first term of (2) we may put -ln(l/r) for cj) and get 
i i  ,  a(-ln(l/r) ,  .1, ,  
5r 8r 
(A4, 
Therefore, we need only to check ip as defined by 
(j) = cos mz cos n0 [K^(mr) -  I^(mr)] (A5) 
against Laplace's equation (2). 
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We work on the first term at the left of (2), From (5A), we have 
= cos mz cos n0 [mK^ (mr) - ml^(mr)] (A6) 
where the prime notation is for a derivative with respect to its 
argument (Dwight, 1961, p. 187). We have 
° dfe) (as) 
We multiply (A6) by r to find 
r = cos mz cos n0 [mrK'(mr) - mrl^(mr)] (A9) 
or n n 
Dwight (1961, 804.1) gives 
xK;' (x ) = nK (x) - xK T (x) (AlO) 
n n u'Ti. 
and (Dwight 803.1.) gives 
xl^(x) = nl^(x) + xl^^^(x) (All) 
therefore, with x = mr we may write (A9) as 
r -^ = cos mz. cos n0 [nK (mr) - mrK ,, (mr) -
or n n+l 
nl^(mr) - mrl^^^(mr)] (A12) 
g 
we take of both sides of (A12) to find 
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•^(r "l^) = cos mz cos n0 [nmK^(mr) -  m(mr)K^^^(mr) -  mK^^^(mr) -
nml^(inr) -  m(mr) -  ml^^^(mr)] (A13) 
which may be slightly rearranged as 
•^(r -^) = cos mz cos n© {-p[mrK^(mr) ] -  m[(mr)K^^^(mr)] -
mK^^j^(mr) -  ^ [mrl^(mr)] - m[ (mr) I^^^(mr) ] -
ml^^^(mr)} (A14) 
To simplify the first square bracket of (14), we may write (AlO) 
as 
mrK^(mr) = nK^(mr) -  mrK^_^^(mr) (A15) 
and similarly for the second square bracket of (A14) we may change n 
to n+1 in (Dwight 804.2.) to write it with mr for x as 
iarK^_^l(mr) = -(n+l)K^_^^(mr) - mrK^(mr) (A16) 
Similarly for the third square of (A14) we may write (All) as 
mrl^(mr) = nl^(rar) + mrl^^^(mr) (A17) 
and the fourth square bracket of (A14) after changing n to n+1 in 
(Dwight 803.2.) and write it with x for mr as 
mrl^_j_^(mr) = -(n+l)I^(mr) + mrl^(mr) (A18) 
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Putting (A15), (A16), (A17) and (A18) in (A14) gives 
•^(r •^) = cos mz cos n0 {%[nK (mr) -  mrK ,, (mr) ] -dr or r n n+j. 
m [- (n+1 ) (mr) -  mrK^(mr)] -  (mr) -
^[nl^(mr) + mrl^^^(mr)] - m[-(n+l)i^^^^(mr) + 
mrl^(mr)] - inl^^^(mr)} (A19) 
or expanding 
3 dé n^ 
•g^(r -g^) = COS mz cos n6 {—K^(mr) - nmK^^^(mr) + nmK^_^^(mr) + 
2 n^ 
mK T (mr) + m rK (mr) -  mK ,, (mr) 1 (mr) -
n+j. n n+i r n 
2 
nml^^^(mr) + nml^_^^(mr) + ml^^^(mr) - m r I^(mr) -
ml^^^fmr)} (A20) 
or 
2 2 
%(r -l^) = cos mz cos n0 (mr) + m^rK (mr) - —I (mr) -d oT IT n n IT n 
m^rl^(mr)} (A21) 
or after rearranging becomes 
2 
•^(r "l^) = cos mz cos n© (—+ m^r) [K (mr) -  I (mr) ] (A22) dr dr r n n 
Dividing both sides of (A22) by r gives 
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2 
—-^(r "l^) = cos mz cos n0 (•— + m^) [k (mr) - i (mr)] (A23) 
r dr oT n n 
equation (A23) gives the first term at the left side of (2) which we 
are seeking to verify. 
Next, we need to verify the second and third term at the left 
side of (2). From (A5), we have 
= -n cos mz sin n0 [K^(mr) -  I^(mr)] 
and 
90^ 
and 
1 3^6 
-r—t 5" cos mz cos n0 [K (mr) -  I (mr)] (A26) 
r^ 30^^ r"^ n n 
and 
(A24) 
2 
= -n cos mz cos n0 [K (mr) - I (mr) ] (A25) 
and 
= -m sin mz cos n0 [K^(mr) -  I^(mr)] (A27) 
3 d )  2  
—t = -m cos mz cos n0 [K (mr) -  I (mr)] (A28) 
3z^ " " 
From (A23), (26) and (A28) by addition with factoring, we 
get 
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2 2 
^ ""(r "1^) + "V + "^9 = COS mz cos n0 {k (mr) 
f dr gg^ 3z^ n 
I^Cmr)} 
2 2 
rn ^ 2 n 2 ,  [-? + m g - m ] 
where the square bracket is zero and hence Laplace's equation (2) is 
verified for the potential function (p given by (12), in view of (Al), 
(A2), (A3) and (A4). 
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APPENDIX B. GETTING R^(mTrr/s) AND [dR^(mnr/s)/dr] FOR (m=0, n=0) AND 
FOR (m=0, n>0); AND GETTING R^(mirr/s) OF TEXT EQ. (23) INTO 
COMPUTATION FORM FOR LARGE ARGUMENTS 
We shall examine the general form for R^(mnr/s) given by (15) 
of the text and determine the R^(mnr/s) given by (13) for (m, n =0) 
and (14) for (m = 0, n >0). 
First we will determine R^(mmr/s) for (m, n =0), a case given 
by (13) of the text. 
For n = 0 equation (15) of the text becomes 
K^(raTrr/s)I^(mTrR/s) -  I^(raTTr/s)K^(mirR/s) 
Rn(in7rr/s) k (mïïw/s)I (mirR/s) -  I (mnw/s)k (mïïR/s) 
0 0 o o 
But for m =0 each term is infinite so we have (<» -  ")/(« - »). 
Dwight (1960) gives (formulas 813.1, 815.1) 
I (x) = 1 + (%x)^ + (^x)^ + . . . .  
2 2 
x ->• 0 1.2 
K (x) = - (0.5772 + lnx/2)I^(x) + (tgx)^ 4-
x 4. 0 (1!)^ 
so 
Ko(x) = {- (0.5772 + lnx/2)[l+ (%x)^ + ]} + (%x)^ + . . . .  
X -> 0 (1!)2 
2 Neglecting (^x) and higher order term gives we find 
IgCx) = 1 K^(x) = - (0.5772 + ln(x/s) 
X ->• 0 X -> 0 (B2) 
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Equation (B2) is then put into (Bl) to give 
- (0.5772 + in ^ )(1) - (1)[- (0.5772 + In ^) ] 
rg(m?r/s) = ^
m 0 - (0.5772 + In g^) (1) - (1)[- (0.5772 + In |^)] 
- mirr . ,  rairR 
-In — + In ^ 
, mïïw , ,  imrR 
-In — + — 
1 mnR/2s 
" mirr/2s 
•• imrR/27 
ra¥w/2s 
_ ln(R/r) 
ln(R/w) 
so 
R^(mTTr/s) = (m^n = 0)(which is our first desired result) (B3) 
Second we will determine R^(mnr/s) for (m = 0, n > 0), a case 
given by (14) of the text. 
We can write the general form for R^(mnr/s) given by (15) as 
(see also Dodson and Cardwell (1945)) 
K^(raTrr/s) I (mirr/s) 
K (muR/s) I^(mTTR/s) 
R^(mirr/s) K^(ni7rw/s) I^(miTw/s) 
K^(mTrR/s) I^(miTR/s) 
In (Bl) we put 
(rairr/s) = r, (mirR/s) = R, 
(B4) 
(mïïw/s) = w (B5) 
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Then we can rewrite (4B) in view of (5B) as 
K^(r) I^(r) 
yiy "rw 
~ K (w) I (wf 
In $6 ) we need K^(r) and I^(r) subject to r ->• 0. 
From British Association Mathematical Tables (1960) Pxxxii, the 
first of equation (11), we see that by letting n = 1,2,3 and division 
of both sides by 2, that we have fox x 0. 
k (x) = (2=111 . (--')! , tn-1) ! 
" 2(lsc)'' 2(!5)''x" a""'*"'*" 
or 
K^(x) = ^ X 0 ,  n = 1,2 . . . .  (B7) 
X 
From BMAT (1960) Pxxxii eq. (8) we find 
I (x) = — x->0, n = 1,2 . . . .  (B8) 
"• 2%! 
Using the arguments given by ( B5) for x and putting (B7) and (b8) in 
2" ^(n-1) ! (mrrr/s)" 
(mtrr/s)" 2"n! 
2""Vn-l) ! (mïïR/s)" 
(mïïR/s)" 2"n! (B9 ) 
2""^ (n-lTT (mTTw/s)" 
(mïïw/s)" 2"n! 
2""^ (n-1) ! (mTTR/s)" 
(mnR/s)" 2"n! 
(b6) we find 
R^(miTr/ s) 
m=0 
After cancelling and rearranging we can write (b9) as 
91a 
(mn/s)"r" 
1 (inir/s) r 
R (mirr/s) = (mTr/s)^ (BIO) 
" m=0 
(mTr/s)"'w" (m7r/s)"w" 
(mn/s)"r* 
We simply (BIO) after cancelling the common terms to get 
_1 
(r)" (r)" 
1 (R)" 
R^(mirr/s) = — —— (Bll) 
(w)" (w)" 
' ' (R)" 
which gives 
(R)" 
r r /tTn ~n — .  n 
R ^ ( m ï ï r / s )  =  — ^ ^  ,  ( m =  0 ,  n  >  0 )  ( B 1 2 )  
(R)"" " (R)" 
which is our second desired result. 
Now we will evaluate [dR^(mmr/s]/dr. 
Taking the derivative of R^(mirr/s) with respect to r gives 
dR^Cmitr/s) j  
dr s d(m7rr/s) n 
in which 
R (mtrr/s) (B13) 
d(raTrr/s) 
R^(mîrr/s) = R^(mïïr/s) (B14) 
We may now return to (B6) subject to (B5) to find R'Cr) = dR(mmr/s) 
d Cmirr/ s) 
m ->• 0 and n = 1,2,3 . . . .  as 
91b 
IC-(r) r(r) 
KJR) I„(R) 
Kn(") IJ») 
KnCR) In(R) 
dr^ 
dt = (b15) 
From Dwight (1961), (804.1) and (803.1), we have 
r(r) = £ K^(r) - K^+i(r) (B16) 
Km = „ Ir/r) + :.+lM 
r 
We put (B13-B14) in (B15) to find 
[n K„(r) - K^+i(r)I [n I^(r) + I^+;(r)] 
r r 
!!n _ _, , (b18) 
dr • " " 
K„(R) - I^(R) 
In (BIB) we should like to find R^(r) for m 0 and n = 1,2 
We let R, r, and w of (B5) approach zero, that is, R ^ 0, r-^-o, w->0. 
From (B7-B8) for x -»• 0 we have 
K (X) . iiilnzlii. , 
X X 
We put (b19-b23) in (b18) to find, subject to (35) 
92a 
nr2""^(n-l)!, 2"n! r" 
tC . r ^  % [ - ^ ]  +  
_ r 2*n! 2"+l(n+l)! 
2""^(n-l)! r" 
r;(r) = 
m=o 
\  2"n! 
"n 2"n! 
2*"l(n-l) ! 
r" 2\l 
We simplify and rearrange (b24) as 
,n ^ 2"n! r" .  ,n r^ r^^^ 2"n!. 
^ ^ r" " r"+^ 2"-^(n-l)i " ^ r" 2"+^(n+l)! r" ' 
^ iî! 
r" 
|.n r^ r, r^ 1 rn r" 1 r"^^, 
7 - 7 + wry 
— 
w" r" 
We simplify (b26) algebraically, we remove brackets. 
h ^2 _ 2n ^  _ ii r^ _ 1 r""*"^ 
r n r n " r n 2(n+l) n 
^ 
k-
We combine the first two terms, 
n r" n r" .  1 r"*' 
" r n r n 2(n+l) n 
s! . h! 
w" R^ 
We factor out (- n/r) from all terms in the numerator. 
(b24) 
(b25) 
(b26) 
(b27) 
(b28) 
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+ 1:,^ r!, 
(B29) 
R w 
r" 
We put the notations of (B5) in (B29) to find 
n 
R'Crmrr/s) = -
n 
/wr. 
'^imrR^ n 
/nmr. n 
s 
^mrrr^n /imrrv 2 .inirr. n" 
s s 
(es," 2(n2+n)(i|^)"j 
(m%r/s)^ _ (mïïw/s) 
(mïïw/s)^ (trnrR/s) 
Which maybe reduced to the expression. 
(B30) 
R/(mmr/s) = -
h_ r" , r" , (T)'' 
r" r" 2(n^+n)R 
R 
w 
n n 
(B31) 
w 
,n 
Neglecting the (mirr/s) term in the right hand side of (B31) gives 
R'Cmirr/s) = - — — — 
n mTT r  „n n 
m ->• 0 R , w 
w" r" 
(B32) 
Multiply both sides of (B32) by m gives 
^4. 
raR^Cmirr/s) = - — — — 
" m + 0 " r R* _ w" 
(B33) 
n 
w 
,n 
or 
mE^Cmwr/s) = -  - - —^ — (B34) 
m ->• 0 <!' - (|> 
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We work next on the left hand side of (B34). 
From 0313-314) and the differential relation 
d(mïïr/s) = (mir/s) dr we have 
dR (mirr/s) dR (mirr/s) 
= d(lr/.) = b 
We put (B35) for the left hand side of (B3A) to get 
TT dr TT r  /R.n /W\n 
m ^ 0 V - (R) 
(B36) 
and multiplication of (B36) through by ir/s gives our desired result for 
( m = 0 ,  n = l , 2 , . . . ) .  
dR^Cmtrr/s) 
To get ^ for (m=0, n=0) we proceed with (B36) as stands. 
In the right hand side of (B36) we put 
(f) = a, (^) = b, (^) = c, ( |) = d (B37) 
Then we can rewrite (B36) in view of (B36) as 
(B38) 
s dRn(mwr/s) ^ _ * s a" + b° 
TT dr IT r  n ,n 
n, -  0 = - '* 
In (B38) we define F by 
^n , n 
F = n (B39) 
c - d 
We put (B39) in (B38) to find 
dR (mur/s) 
(b40) 
m ->• 0 
dR^(mnr/s) 
To find ^ as (m ->• 0, n 0) we use L' Hôpital's rule to 
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lim f. 
n •> 0 
In the right hand side of (B39) we have 
Numerator = n (a'^ + b") (B41) 
Denominator = - d" (B42) 
From Dwight (1960) formula (563.2) P.133 we have 
^ = a^ log a (B43) 
In view of (B43) we take the derivative of (B41-B42) with respect 
to n as 
d numerator , d ^ y") + + fc-
an an 
= n (a^ïog a + b"log b) + a" + b*^ (B44) 
and 
d D..o%nato, .  , .  cflog d (B45) 
From (B39) and (B44-B45), we have 
lim F = ^^=2. .  n a"l°; a* n b"log b + a" H- b" 
n 0 c"log c - d^log d 
c - log d "  ^  (947) 
a 
which in view of (B37) becomes 
• =iir • iî • 
w 
From (B38-B40) and (B48) we have 
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^ _ s_ lim F 
ir dr irr n -> 0 
m 0 
n ->• 0 
s dBa(m«r/s) ,  i 
dî " if ln(E/w) (m = 0, n - 0) (B49) 
Next, we will get R^(imrr/s) into computation form for large argu­
ment. The equation we wish to compute is 
K'CmiTr/s)! (mirR/l) -  I' '(m7Tr/s)K (mirR/s) 
T3 '  /HiTTrv _ ^ ^ n n 
n s K (mïïw/s)I (raTrR/s) -  I (mir w /s)K (mirR/s) 
n . n n n 
(B50) 
which may be written as 
K'(x)r (y) - I'(x)K (y) 
" K (z)I (y) - I_(z)K (y) 
n n n n 
where we have 
X = mur/s, y = mïïR/s, z = mïïw/s, (B52,B53,B54) 
and we shall also use the abbreviation 
u = 4n^ (b55) 
This appendix depends on four equations which are in BAMT (1960, 
p. xxxiv, equations (35a)-(36b)) which with n being the order, x the 
argument and p defined by (B55) are as follows; 
K (x) = e"^{l + (B57) 
" 21 (8x)^ 
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as 
%;(::) = ^ 1/2 (1 - (B58) 
(2nx)^'^ 2!(8x)^ 
1/2 
k'(x) = -  A e"^ {1 g J) •,. (y -  1) (; + 15) ^ (B59) 
^ 21 (8x)^ 
In view of previous equations, we may write K^(x)I^(y) of (B52) 
1/2 
k:(X)I (y) = -6 e"* {1 + + (y - 1) (|j + 15) + 
n n 2x 8x 2!(8x)^ 
or as 
kn(*)in(y) = - i StT + -''} 
n n Z (xy)^^^ 21(8x)^ 
x  { 1 - - ^  +  -  . . . }  
8y 2!(8y)2 
(B60) 
Similarly, we may write I^(x)K^(y) of (B51) as 
rwk <y) . e* {1. + (; - i)(w +1" - . . . )  
(2nx)^/^ 21(8x) 
k (i)''' e-y {1 + + <" - »<": + ...} 
*y 21(8y)2 
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{1 + Cwzll + iHziliHzGl + ...} (B61) 
2!(8y)^ 
And again similarly we may write K^(z)I^(y) by (B51) 
1/2 
kh(=)in(y) = (-^) e"^ {1 + (u-9) + . . . } 
n n 2z 8z 2!(8x)^ 
or as 
K (z)I (y) = ey-={l + + (y-1) (y-9) + 
2(yz)^' " 21(z)^ 
X {1 _ + iMzlHMzil _ . . .} (B62) 
8y 2!(8y)2 
And finally, we may write I^(z)K^(y) of (B51) as 
or as 
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x {1 + (363) 
*y 2l(8y)2 
To abbreviate (B60)-(B63), we introduce some abbreviations. We 
write (B60) as 
K'WI (y) = -  i—T77 A (B54) 
where A is given by 
a =  { 1  +  +  (w-1)(w+15) + 
2I(8x)^ 
X {1 - im^+ (U-l)(u-9) _ (b65) 
21(8y)2 
Similarly, we write (B61) as 
r(x)K (y) = ^72 er(y"%) B (B66) 
" 2(xy)l'^: 
where we have B as 
n _ ri (U+3) 1 (U-1)(W+15) 1 
2.(8x)^ -
X {1 + + cw-ll(k:91 + _ } (b67) 
*y 21(8y)2 
Again, we similarly write (B62) 
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K (z)I (y) = ^7^ 6?"= C (B68) 
where we have C as 
C = {1+ + (p-1)(y-9) + 
2!(8z)^ 
X {1 - + (W-1) (^-9) - ... } (B69) 
2!(8y)^ 
And finally, we similarly write (B63) 
I (z)K (y) - ~7J er(y-=) D (B70) 
" 2(yz)^/^ 
where we have D as 
D = {1 - + iMHuzil _ ...} 
2I(8z)2 
X {1 + + (U-l)(U-9) 4- . ..} (B71) 
2!(8y)^ 
We put results from (B64)-(B71) in (B51) to find 
- —472 - —47? b 
2(yz)l'2 2(yz)l/2 
1/2 
which upon cancelling out the factor 2y from tems in the numerator 
1/2 1/2 
and denominator and then factoring l/x from the numerator and 1/z 
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from the denominator gives upon rearranging 
which with 
,mTrR mTTr. ,m7TR mnr. 
K.(!E) = -e ^ ° A-e" ^ ^ B 
n s mirr/a ^ mnw , mirR n"" , 
e'~ - - e"'~ - —' 
which simplifies to 
m7t(^) -mir(^) 
r-(BIL£) ~ (_L)l/2 -e ® A - e ® B 
n s  r  R - w  R ~ w  ( B 7 3 )  
nnr(——) -mTT(——) 
e C - e D 
where A, B, C and D are given by (B65), (B67), (B69) and (B71) with 
2 y = An and for large enough m (with the geometry (r, w, R, s) held 
constant, the A, B, C and D each approach unity. We also see in 
(B73) with large enough m that fB73) gives 
R-(Mîr) = e^  ^ %_e 
s ^r ^ R-w R-w 
mir (——) -mTT (——) 
(.b74) 
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or 
R-(Sn.) = slnh iiiTT( g ) (B75) 
^ ® ^ R-w 
sinh imT(—g—) 
which for large enough m becomes 
mtr(^) 
= _(Z)l/2 _e (B76) 
" s ^ / r-* \ 
mirc——) 
We must remember that the approximations (B72)-(B75) depend on 
the terms in the braces of (B65), (B67), (B69) and (B71) being such 
that they approach zero except for the lead term unity. 
We wish to get A, B, C and D in terms of the original parameters. 
From (B65) and (B52), we find A as 
1 4. 4n2+3 (4n^-l) (4n^+15) , 
8^ 21(8 
or 
A(m.n) .  1+AA3+ (4n^-l) ^ (B78) 
8=£ 2! (8=^)2 
where we remember that the terms at the right have to be successively 
smaller than 1. When the terms start getting larger, the series must 
be cutoff. 
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APPENDIX C. DEVELOPMENT OF f(x,y) INTO A GRAM-
SCIU'IIDT SUMMATION 
Let f(x,y), u^(x), v^(y) be given functions, m, n=0, 1, 2, 
a<x<B, y<y<5, (one or more of the "<" may be a "£") where a, 3, y and 
5 are constants; then we seek double series developments of f(x,y) in 
a zeroth, first, 2nd, ..., Nth approximations, f^^^(x,y), f^^^(x,y), 
f^^^(x,y), ..., f^(x,y), as 
(0) 
f (x,y) = Aqq UQ(x)vQ(y) (Cl) 
f(^^(x,y) = aqj^ug(x)vq(y) + a^]|^uq(x)v^(y) 
+ A}o^u^(x)vQ(y) + A^^^u^,(x)Vj^(y) (C2) 
f(^^(x,y) = a^q^uq(x)vq(y) + a^J^uq(x)v^(y) + a^2^uq(x)v2(y) 
+ a^q^u^(x)vq(y) + a^J^u^(x)v^(y) + a^2^u^(x)v2(y) 
+ a2q^u2(x)vq(y) + a2^^u2(x)v^(y) + a22^u2(x)v2(y) 
(C3) 
f(")(x.y).zza^)u^(x)v^(y) 
N=0,l,2,...,N 
Kirkham and Powers (1972, p. 502) hereafter often called K.P. or 
K.P. (1972) give a table for developing f(x), a<x<3, ct and 3 
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arbitrary constants, into successive approximations fpCx), f^(x), 
fgCx), •••» given by formulas similar to (Cl)-(C4), as 
fo(x) = AqqUQ(x) (C5) 
f^(x) = Aj^qUq(x) + A^^u^(x) (C6) 
f2(x)  = A^qUqCX) +  Ag^u^fx)  + AggUgtx)  (C7) 
etc.; where the u (x) are a complete set of functions of x and the A 
m Nm 
are constants stemming from other constants 
u and w defined by 
mn m 
"mn ~ ^^UQ(x)u^(x)dx, m,n = 0, 1, 2, N (C8) 
^m ~ f(x)u^(x)dx, m = 0, 1, 2, ...» N (C9) 
which alternately may be given (with X a dummy variable of integration) 
by 
u _ = u (A)u (X)dA, m,n = 0, 1, 2, .... N (CIO) 
mn u in n 
"m ~ f(A)u^(X)dX, m,n = 0, 1, 2, N (Cll) 
The definite integral depends on the form of the function f; 
u does not depend on f, 
ran 
Sequences of needed constants, D , G , E , c , and J (in terms 
m m m mn mn 
of w and u ) are given in K.P.'s table for the needed A, . Table Cl 
m mn Nm 
Table Cl. Sequence of formulas for developing a function fix).  t t< x< fi,  a  andg, arbitrary constants, into successive 
approximations given by the formulas fo(x) = Aoo"o(*). /"i (*) = -^ io"o(*) + 11 «i (*), A(%) = + 
/liiUi(JC) + i4jîUj(x), etc., where theu^(x) are a complete set of functions of x; a<x <P:m=0,1, 
and the As'® *he constants in the table stemming from constants Ufjju defined by dx; m, n 
= 0. 1,.... N; UV-» and defined by W,„ = f^flx)Um(,x)dx. and where if Uo(x) = 0, one must, as for M^(%) = 
sin mx, change m to m + 1 andN to JV + 1 (from Kirkham and Powers, 1972, p. 502) 
N  =  0  N =  1 (N ii 11 co 
[Values Needed to [Values Needed to [Values Needed to Compute [Values Needed to Compute Values Listed 
Compute Values Compute Values Values Listed Below Are: Below are; Ujo, Uji, Ujj. U33,1O3, Do, 
Listed Below Are: Listed Below Are: U20, U 2 i , U j 2 t  W 2 ,DO ,DI ,  Di,D2,Jio,J2o,J2i, Go, G|, G2, A20. 
"oo.Wo.UoC*)! "lot "n, lWi,-Do. Go, J i O t  Go, Gi, Aio, A|i, U o { x ) ,  -4ll. A22. Iio(x).U,(xX U2(*X «3(jf)l 
Aoo,"o(*).«i(*)l u,(x),uj(x)] 
Cio ~ Uio-Do '  cjo — U 2 0 O 0  ' C30 = U 3 0 D 0  '  
Cjl =1^21 — '  Cai =lU3i ""UsoJiol-Di '  
c32 = (ujj U 3 0 J 2 0  ' '31«^Ill®2 ' 
II e S
 
~uii Cio^-Do D 2  ="22 - C 2 Q ^ D Q  -cai^D, U 3  — U 3 3  C ^ f ^ D o  C i i ^ D i  C 3 2 ^ D 2  
G o  —  W o  Gj —  W i  ~ C i o G o  G2 =U»2 ~CjoGo — C21G, G 3  =  W 3  —C30G0 —C31G1 —C32G2 
E o  —  G ^ D Q  * £2 = G2D2: £3 —  G 3 D 3  *  
«^10 -C|0 J 2 0  "cqo C 2 i J i a  c/30 ~^3l'^lO ~c32«/l0 
«Al —c2i «^31 =c3i ~c32«'2I 
J32 — C 3 2  
j4oo ~ -Eo A10 = Aoo A20 ~ A l o  E 2 J 2 0  0 1 0 < II 0 m 
A l l  — E l  
1 ii A31 =A21 "iJjcAji 
A22 ~ E 2  A32 — A 2 2  E 3 J 3 2  
A33 =£3 
f a  =  Aoo^o f x  ~  A i o U o  +  A i i U j  fa = A20W0 + A2IUI "l" A22W2 /s ~ A30U0 + A31U1 + A32U2 + A33U3 
Table Cl. (continued 
N = 4  N = 5  
{Values Needed to Compute Values Listed Below Are; U40, [Values Needed to Compute Values Listed Below Are: 
u4i» w42, u43.m44, IWa.Do.-Dl.'Dj.Ds, «^30i Uso. Ujl, usj, Us3i Us4, li55, w;, Do. D,, %)%, Dg, D4, Jio, 
«^31i«'32t Go, G I ,  G i ,  G 3 , A 3 0 , - A 3 I , A 3 2 , A 3 3 ,  U o i X ) ,  <^20, <^31» «'sOi •'sii <^311 *^40i <^41 > <'42i «^431 ^Oi Cf|, Gj, G3, G4, 
"iw. «2w. w3(%), w4(z)1 >l40,-a4l,>l41,^43,-a44.«0(*)."l(*x«2(*).«3(*)."4(*),"5(^)1 
C40 = U40D0 '  Cso — Uso-Do '  
(=41 =("41 -w40^lo]d|'' Csi =l"5i -UsoJto]Di'' 
C42 =1^42 ~ 1140*^20 ~'^4i«^21 l-dj ' Cs2 ~ [Ws2 Uso^lo ]l}j ' 
C43 ={^43 ~l^4a'^3a ~ l^42'^32l-^3 '  Cs3 — [Ms3 ~ Uso<^30 ^$1^31 Us2«^32li^3 '  
Cs4=\Us4 Wso«/40 u;|«/4| Us2«^42 us3»?43]-04 ' 
D4 = «44 - C40'i>0 ~c4,^Z), -C42^D2 -043^^3 DS=US5 -CsaDo-Csx^Di -csj^dj -053^^3 -054^^4 
G4 =U74 — C40G0 — c4iG, — C42G1 — c43g3 Gs =Ws —CsoGo —C51G1 —csjgj —c53g3 —cs4g4 
£4=041)4' JF5=GsI>s' 
J40 —C40 C4i<f|o C4jtljo C43J30 c7so cjic/io Cs3>/30 C;4«740 
c/41 =c4i C42J31 C43J31 «^51 ~csi CS2'^21 c53«73| c54c/41 
J41 =c4i C43J31 «^si — c53 csjs/aj CS4J42 
J43 —C43 Js3 ~Cs3 — 0541/43 
«'s4 —Cs4 
A40 —^30 ~ £4*^40 Aso ~-^40 ®s«^so 
A4I —A3\ —E4J41 ^51 —/^4I ~£s'fsi  
A42 =  ^ 32 E4J42 AS2 ~-^42 ~ES^S2 
A43 —A33 E4J43 AS3 —A43 —£51/53 
A44 =£4 a54 =i444 —£5^54 
^55 =^5 
f4 =  ^ 40*^0 ^41*^1 A42U2 + A43U3 +  ^ 44U4 a —^SoWo A s i U f  + AS2U2 + AS3U3 + AS4^4 + Ass^s 
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gives the first five columns of K.P. (1972) and the table will be basic 
(ni in deriving the for f(x,y). We start with N=0 for f(x,y). 
Approximation N = 0. If we regard y constant, we can write from Table CI 
a zeroth (N=0) approximation fQ(x,y) as (note that 0 is for the time 
being mentioned as a subscript, as in Table CI on f(x,y)) 
fgcx.y) = agougcc) (c12) 
°0 " "oo " ^^^uo(x)]^dx = /^^[uQ(X)]^dA (c13) 
wq =  / ^ ^ f  ( x,y) u Q ( x ) d x  =  f ^ f ( \ , y ) u ^ ( X ) d \  (c14) 
'^00 • ^ ^ 4®£(»,y)U(,(X)d* (CIS) 
Alternately, and for comparison with later notation, we may write from 
the first and third terra of (C15) 
wq (0) 
*^00 • • AOO(0)"0 • "oo "c • const: «15a) 
(where - i) 
From (C12) and (C15a), we find fQ(x,y) as 
fgCx.y) = a^g) WQUQ(x) (C15b) 
We return to (C13) and put its right side in (C12) to get upon rearrangement 
fqtx.y) ^^f(x,y)uq(a)da (016) 
for which we need an expression for f(A,y). 
In (C16), we can regard X  as constant and y variable rather than 
constant as we had in (C12)-(C16) and (by placing in Table CI f(X,y) for 
f(x) and v^(y) for u^^x) and using primes (accents) on symbols of Table 
CI as needed to denote the changes), find fQ(A,y) as 
fgC^.y) = Aqq Vgfy), (\ const., y variable, Aqq a function (C17) 
of A  a s  is seen by writing (C17) as 
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a' = îlhll 
00 vgcy) 
°0 " "OO " f [vQ(M)]^dM (CIS) 
Wq = f(A,y) VQ(|j)dy (C19) 
w** 
^00 " ^6 " dj " dj " dj -ç f(^'^)vo(u)dw = •^00(0)"0''^00 
where, as for (C15) we may write 
^00 ^ '^00(0)"6 ^00 "O ^OO(O) ^00 ^ ^ (C20a) 
From (C17) and (C20a) we find as 
fgCX.y) = aoo^^WqVQCy) (C20b) 
We return to (C20) and put its right side for Aqq in (C17) to get 
with rearrangement and addition of brackets (C17) as 
fpC^.y) = f(X,M)vQ(n)dy] (C21) 
Putting f(A,y) as given by the approximation fg(X,y) of (C21) in 
(CIS) gives fQ(x,y) as 
fo(x,y) = ^ -C f(a,w)vo(u)dw]uo(a)da 
which may be rearranged as 
fgCX'y) " ^ f(A,u)uQ(A)vQ(M)dp (C22) 
We find finally, upon putting f^^^ for f^, and for A^g, (C22) as 
f^^^(x,y) = AQQ^UQ(x)vQ(y) (C23) 
where 
C -fy f(A.W) u„(l)v„(,)d, (C2A) 
In (C23) and (C24), use of superscripts 0 on f and A^q separates the 
f(x) development of Table Cl from the present f(x,y) development. 
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To fix attention on x,y space, we can write (C24) as 
1 r « ^00 
^00 = 4 4 f(x,y)Uo(x)Vo(y)dy (C25) 
or in view of (C15a) and (C20a) and use of 
^00 " (f f(x'y) "oCx) vo(y)dy 
we can write 
4o'  4o^Ô^^^OO (C25a) 
(where a<x<B, y < y < ô ) .  The right side of (C25) depends only on a, 3, Y» 
6 and the forms of f(x,y), u^fx) and v^Cy). We now come to N = 1. 
The Approximation N=l. We next, proceeding as for N=0, that is, using 
the algorithm of Table CI, find an N=1 approximation f^(x,y) of f(x,y). 
If we regard y constant, we can write (see Table CI) f^(x,y) as 
f^(x,y) = A^QUg(x) + A^^u^(x) (C26) 
where we have 
^10 " ^00 ~ ^ 1^10 " ~ "^10 (g27) 
or (with Gq=Wq, G^^=w^ - (see the table and (C15a)), get 
\o -  ^  •'lO - + ^>"0 + ^  "1 • (C28) 
-^11 = = • (c29) 
with the w's being given by 
"m ~ -C f(A,y)u^(X)dX, m = 0, 1, (C30) 
where, to get the and (see Table CI), one needs the relation 
"mn 4 "ni(^)"n(^)dx, m,n = 0, 1 (C31) rg 
a 
Equations (C26)-(C31) are all for y constant. 
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Looking at (C28) and (C29) to tie our work to K.P.'s A^q and we 
define (with commas omitted between subscripts) constants A^OfO)' ^tc. 
j2 j 
*10(0) dq ^  ' *10(1) 
T (C32) 
a =-10 a =-!_ 
*11(0) D1 '  11(1) 
where the subscript in parentheses goes with the m of w^, m=0, 1, in 
(C28) and (C29). The As, with their triplets of subscripts, will be 
interpreted in a moment. The As in (C32) are independent of y. From 
(C28), (C29), (C32), we find (C26) as 
f^ck.y) - [ai3(o,"o + ugcx) 
^^11(0)"o CC33) 
where, upon comparison of (C33) with (C26), we see that the product 
*10(0)^0 ^he Wp-th component of the coefficient A^^ of (C26); simi­
larly, the product ^.^^0(1)^1 w^-th component of A^g of (C26); 
likewise, the product A2.1(0)' '0 w^-th component of A^^, and the 
product is the w^-th component of A^^. For brevity and with 
superscripts 1 added (N=l) for later table (but this superscript 1 will 
be dropped later on), we define constant etc. as 
a(l) = A a(l) = A 
00 10(0) ®01 10(1) 
ad) = A a(l) = A 
10 11(0) ^11 11(1) 
(C34) 
so that we have from (C32) and (C34) for later use 
(1) ilo (1) _1_ (c35) 
^10 ~ ^11 ~ 
I 
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and (C33) with (C34) becomes 
f^(x,y) = (apQWQ + aQ^w^)ug(x) + (a^^w^ + a^^w^)u^(x) (C36) 
(where the a's are not functions of Wq or , seen from (C35) and Table 
CI.) 
In (C36), the subscript m on a is for m of u (x) and n for w 
' '  mn m n 
in (C28) and (C29). 
We continue working on f(x,y). Substituting from (C30) for w^ and 
w^, in (C36) after first putting Uq(x) and u^(x) to the left of the 
parentheses expressions in (C36) gives (C36) as 
f^(x,y) = UQ(x){aQQ ^^f(X,y)uQ(À)dX + a^^ /^f(A,y)u^(X)dA} 
+ u^(x){a^Q /^f(X,y)uQ(X)dA + a^^ /%(X,y)u^(X)dA} (C37) 
which may be expanded as 
fj^(x,y) = UQ(x)agQ ^^f(A,y)uQ(A)dA + UQ(x)aQ^ ^^f(A,y)u^(A)dA 
+ u^(x)a^Q ^^t(A,y)Ug (A)dA + u^(x)a^^ /^f(A,y)Uj^(A)dA, 
(C38) 
In (C38), we need f(A,y); we shall get a first approximation 
it as follows. We hold \ constant and use the Table CI 
algorithm (with v^(y) for u^(x) etc.) to find instead of (C26), the 
formula 
f^(A,y) = AiQVgCr) + A{iVi(y) (C39) 
where A£q depends on wj(y) and depends on w£(y). 
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Inspection of (C39), (C26) and (C37) gives the form of (C39) corresponding 
to (C37) as 
=  T o ( y ) [ a o O  ( X , u ) v ^ ( u ) d v i ]  
+  v^ ( y )[a^Q ^"^f(X , y )vQ( y ) d y  +  a^^ (X ,y )v^ ( y ) d y ]  ( C 4 0 )  
where, (as in (C32)-(C35), we now use the prime notation) 
j"* 2 
a^o = '^ + '  Gtc., with the (C40a) 
D^'s and J^'s to be obtained from Table CI with v^(y), y<y<6, replacing 
u (x), a<x<3. So that u of Table Cl becomes (note that u" are independent 
m mn mn 
of „^) 
'"il ° > ''mn • { («w 
We continue to search for f(x,y) of (C39). We define and 
for temporary use as 
XQ = f(X,u)vQ(w) (C42) 
X^  = f(X ,v i )v^ (y )  (C43) 
(Do not confuse the symbols Xq and (both carrying subscripts) with the 
dummy variable A (not carrying a subscript) that we use in (C40), (C38), 
(C37), (C42) and (C43) for x of (C36) and (C38).) 
From (C40), (C42), and (C43), we find f^(A,y) as 
fl(x,y) = VQ(y)aQQ ^"^xgdy + VQ(y)aj^ 
+ Vi(y)a{o ^1 ^11 (C44) 
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We put fj|^(X,y) of (C44) Into each integrand of (C38) to find (C38) 
f^(x,y) = UQ(x)aqo ^^[vQ(y)aQQ ^\dy + 
+ vi(y)aio ^ "^x^dp + v^(y)a^^ ^ *^à^dy]uq(x)da 
+ "0(*)*01 + vo(y)a^i ^ \du 
+ v^(y)a^q ^"^agdp + v^(y)aj^^ ^ ^^^du]u^(x)da 
+ Ul(x)aiO ^^^vo(y)aoo ^ \dM + vgcyiagi ^ \du  
+ Vj_(y)aJg + ^l(y)*ll {\dy]uQ(A)dA 
+ u^(x)a^^ / [vo(y)aqq ^  a^dy + vo(y>ag^ / x^dy 
+ Vi(y)a{o + ^l(y)^ll ^^^idy]u^(A)dX (C45) 
We may rearrange (C45) as 
fl(x,y> = u„wa|3„v„.(y)aj„ |^ud|ju(,a)da 
+ "o(*)'oo*o(y)*ôi 
+ "o(x)*ooyi(y)*io 
+ uowwo(5''^ôo {\^V>^i(WX 
+ ugwag^v„(y)a-^ ^  ^ _j®x^dpuj^(*)dx 
(equation continued) 
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+ uo(x)aolvi(y)a;o {\dU<ij^a)dX 
+ u^(x)a^ovq(y>a-o ^®xjdpu„(x)dx 
+ ui(x)aio'o(y)aôl /y^^iàVigWdX 
+ "i(x)aiovi(y)a;o ^  ^ 
+ "i(x)»iovi(y)a{i ^\jdliuj(x)dx 
+ uj(x)ajj^vj(y)a-g ^«x^duuj(x)da 
+ ui(x)aiivo(y)aôl {\<lwu/x)dx 
+ ui(x)aiivi(y)3y]q ^''x(,dpuj^(x)da 
+ ui(x)aiivi(y)a^]^ jt'^jdpuj^cxjdx (c46) 
We use (C42) and (C43) In (C46) and find (C46) as 
F p ^ 00 
fl(x,y) = Uo(*)*OoVo(y)*00 / ;  f(x,;)vo(w)dwuQ(a)da 
f 
r ^ 01 
+ ug(x)aQQVQ(y)aQ^ ^ ^ f(x,u)v^(u)duug(a)da 
f p . 00 
+ uq(x)aoovl(y)b{o ^  ^ f(a,u)vQ(y)dyuQ(x)dx 
f 
r a 01 
+ uo(x)*oo^l(y)*ll a 4 f(^.m)v^(y)dyuq(x)dx 
(equation continued) 
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g 6 ^10 
+ Uo(*)*OlVo(y)*Oo i 4 f(x,u)vq(y)duu^(x)dx 
^11 
+ uo(x)aq^vq(y)aj^ ^^f(x,u)vj(p)duu^(x)dx 
f 
e A 
+ Uo(*)^01^l(y)*10 i { f(X,M)vQ(y)dyu^(X)dX 
r <s 
+ "o(*)^01^l(y)*ll & { f(X,y)v^(M)dyu^(X)dX 
f 
r 00 
+ ui(x)aiovo(y)*00 i 4 f(%,w)vo(;)dwuo(x)dx 
f 
r ^ 01 
+ ui(x)aio^o(y)*01 i 4 f(a^u)v^(w)dpuq(x)dx 
f 
R ^ 00 
+ u^(x)a^QV^(y)a^Q ^ ^ f(x,m)vq(y)dmuq(x)dx 
f 
r ^ 01 
+ u^(x)a^qv^(y)a^^ ^  ^ f(x,u)v^(y)dyuq(x)dx 
f 
r a 10 
+ Ui(x)aiiVg(y)ajQ ^ ^ f (X,iJ)vQ(y)dyu^(X)dX 
6 6 
+ Ui(x)aiiVQ(y)aJ^ / / f;(X,y)v^(y)dyu^(X)dX 
f 
R A 10 
+ Ui(x)aiiVi(y)a{Q / f(X,y) V G ( M )dyu^(X)dX 
b 6 ^11 
+ u^(x)a^j^v^(y)a^^ ^ f(X,y)v^(y)dyu^(X)dX (c47) 
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We introduce the notation F defined by 
mn 
F = f^dX /^f(X,y)u (X)v^(y)dii (C48) 
mn ot Y m n 
into (C47). We then compare the resulting (C47) with (C2) and see 
that the respective coefficients of UQ(x)vQ(y) , UQ(x)v^(y), etc., of 
(C47) are just equal to ^qI^' (C2), with the values 
^00 *00^00^00 *00^01^01 *01*00^10 *01^01^11 (c49) 
*01^ " ^00^10^00 •*" *00*11^01 ^01^10^10 *01*11^11 (c50) 
^10 ^10^00^00 *10^01^01 ^11^00^10 ^11^01^11 (c51) 
^11 ~ *10*10^00 ^10^11^01 ^11^10^10 ^11^11^11 (c52) 
At the right of (C49)-(C52), the constants are of the form 
^pq^rs^tu' P' s, t, u = 0, 1 (C53) 
Because all quantities in the right of (C49)-(C52) have been 
defined, all coefficients (C49)-(C52) used in (C2) give the N=1 
approximation of f(x,y) we have sought. We come to N = 2. 
Approximation N = 2. Starting, as with (C26), we proceed for the 
approximation fgCx^y) as 
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f2(x*y) = + ^22^2^^^ (C54) 
where from Table CI we have 
^20 " ^10 ~ ^ 2^20 (c55) 
^21 ~ ^ 11 ~ ^ 2^21 (c56) 
Agg = Eg (C57) 
and y is held constant. 
In (C55) and (C56) we know A^q and A^^ from C(28) and (C29). We 
need Eg. From Table Cl, or doing as below indicated, we find 
°2 _ "2 " ^20^0 " h-r, 5; 
(from Table Cl) - - =2o"o " =21 <"1 " '=lo"o'"°2 
(rearranging) = [w^ - " (<=20 " '=21=lo'"o"°2 
(from Table Cl) = [w^ - Jjl^i " ^*^20 " *^21*^10^^0^ ^^2 
(from Table Cl) = [w^ - Jg^w^ - J20"0^''^2 
•^20 "^21 1 (rearranging) - - (C58) 
From (028), (C55) and (C58), we find 
ho' -^>"o * ^^>"l - -^2 (c59) 
where J's, D's, and w's may be found in Table Cl. 
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Put of (C29) and of (C58) in (C56), rearrange and find 
And from (C57) and (C58) 
^2 ° - -^0 " "^1 + (c*!) 
In (C59)-(C61), with m = 0,1,2, is given as in (C30); and needed 
for J and D is as in (C31) .  
mn m 
We use abbreviation = a^g, Agg^^^ = ecc. (see (C32)-
(C34)) to find the coefficient of Wq, w^, and then from (C59)-(C61) as 
*20(0) = + txt " *00 
*20(1) - + ' =01 (cg3) 
1 2 
h 
20 
^20(2) dt" ®02 (c64) 
"^10 ^20^21 
'^21(0) ° --5]; + —5;— " »10 (c6:) 
j2 
4l(l) + = *11 («6) 
*^21 
*21(2) = - -57 = *12 
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*22(0) dg " *20 (c68) 
*22(1) " " "d^ " ^21 (g69) 
*22(2) " 1)^ *22 
The in (C62)-(G70) are constants. They depend only on a, 6 
and the form of u (x), a<x< 3« These a may be obtained via the J 
m mn mn 
and D of Table CI. 
m 
In (C62)-(C70), the first subscript on the cap A*s indicate the 
approximation (N=2) number. In the a^^, a^^, a^g, etc., the highest 
index serves to Identify the approximation number. The index in 
parentheses (on the A's) and the second index on the a's serves to 
associate the term with the w (of the same index value). The first 
index on the a's (second on the A's) is an m, ra=0,l,2 as in (C5A), 
and the index serves to associate the term with a particular u (x). 
m 
We have kept as for N = 0 and N = 1 (the index (N=2) on the A's in (C62) 
(C70) to key these A's = to those in Table CI. 
We use the a of (C62)-(C70) in (C59)-(C61) as 
mn 
*20 *00*0 *01*1 *02*2 (c71) 
*21 *10*0 *11*1 ®12*2 (c72) 
*22 *20*0 *21*1 *22*2 (^73) 
and then use (C71)-(C73) in (C54) (with y held constant) to find 
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f^Cx.y) = (agpWQ + aqi*! + 
+ (a^QWQ + 311*1 + aizwgiuicx) 
+ (^20^0 •*• ^2l"l ^22"2^"2^*^ (C74) 
For which we shall need w and u given (see (C30) and (C31)) by the 
m mn 
relations 
"m ° C (C75) 
"mn • C %(»%(«<'* CC76) 
Note in (C74) that fgCx.y) is an approximation N=2 of the function 
f(x,y) so we would expect f(x,y) to be involved in the right side of 
(C74), which is seen in (C75) .  
In (C74), we put UQ ( X ), u^(x) and UgCx) to the left side of the 
parentheses and in the resulting equation use (C75) to find (C74) as 
f2(x,y) = uq(x) {ago f(à,y)uq(\)dx 
+ ^ 01 f(^'y)ui(x)dx 
+ ^02 4^ f(A,y)u2(X)d\} 
+ u^(x) {a^Q f(A,y)uQ(\)d\ 
+ a^i /jf f(A,y)u^(A)dX 
+ ^12 /of f(^'y)u2(x)dx} 
+ ugfx) {3-20 f(a,y)uq(a)da 
rg 
+ ^21 4 f(^'y)ul(a)da 
122 f(a,y)u2 + a„ ff f(A,y)u„(A)dA} (C77) 
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The braces in (C77) are Agg, and (C54). The three 
terms in each brace of Uq(x), u^(0) and Ugfx) are the respective wg-th, 
Wj^-th, and Wg-th component of Agg, Ag^ and Agg, which is evident from 
(C59)-(C61), (C62)-(C70). 
Returning to (C74), we proceed as we did in going from (C36) to 
(C41) to find now for f(\,y) the Gram-Schmidt approximation f2(x,y) 
(where index 2 over a' is omitted but is to be understood) as 
= (^oo^o ^ol"l ^02"p^0^y^ 
+ (aj^ QwJ + a£^ w£ t 
+ (aggwg + + a£2wpv2(y) (c78) 
where we have 
"m ^  f(a,y)v^(p)d)a (c79) 
and (by noting we can (in (C76)) use u' for v ) 
m mn 
"mn • \n ' 4' 
The last two equations are for use in Table CI when v^(y), •Y<y<6, 
replaces u^(x), to give the "primed" algorithm. The primed a's in (C78) 
are obtained from (C62)-(C67) by using primes as in (C40a). 
We put the right side of (C78) as it stands (but with (C79) in 
mind) for each f(A,y) in the integrands of (C77) to find (C77) by the 
primed algorithm as 
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= ugcx) { «gg ^ + °ôl"î + ^ô2"p''o'5'' 
+ (^io"ô + 'h"! * 
+ (^20^0 ^2l"l "*" 
+ ^ [material between 
+ 3^2 / [material between 
+ u^(x) { a^Q / [material between 
+ ^ [material between 
û 
+ a^2 ^ [material between 
g 
+ UgCx) { ^ [material between 
+ a^^ [material between 
g 
+ a^g / [material between 
above] Uj^(X)d^ 
abovejugfxïd^ } 
above]uQ(a)dx 
above]u^(X)dX 
above]u2(a)da } 
above]uq(a)da 
above]u^(A)dA 
above]u2(X)dX }(C81) 
For ease of reference, we copy (C79) as 
^ f(X,y)v^(y)dy (C82) 
and we alter (C48) as 
(C83) 
and thinking of each w^ as being in its spot in (C81) and remembering 
that VpCy), v^(y) and VgCy) were held constant in (C81), so that we may 
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remove them from under the integral sign in (C81), we find that (C81), 
with the help of (C78) and (C83) (and with v^fy), v^(y), Vgfy)» Put 
ahead of the parentheses), may be written as 
f2cx»y) = (^00^00 ^01^01 ^02^02^ 
+ uq(x)aqqv^(y)(a^qfqq + ^ h^qi ^12^02^ 
+ UO(X)AQQV2(Y)(A2OFQQ + ^21^01 *22^02^ 
(^00^10 ^01^11 ^02^12^ 
+ uq(x)aq^v^(y)(a^qf^q + a^^f^^ + ^12^12^ 
+ Uo(x)aQ^ V2(y)(a2QF^ Q + a^ F^^  ^+ *22^12) 
+ uq(x)aq2vq(y) (ago^zo *01^21 *02^22^ 
+ uo(x)aq2vj^(y) (^0^20 ^11^21 *12^22^ 
+ uo(x)aq2v2(y) (^20^20 ^21^21 *22^22^ 
+ u^(x)aiovo(y)(aoofgq + a^^f^^ + aq2fq2) 
+ ui(x)a^qv^(y)(e^qfqq + a^^fg^ + a^2^o2^ 
+ ^21^01 ^22^02^ 
+ ui(x)a^^vq(y)(a^pf^q + a^^f^^ + ^02^12^ 
+ ui(x)aiivi(y)(aiofio + \i^ii + ^12^12^ 
+ ui(x)ailv2(y) (*20^10 *21^11 "*" ^22^12^ 
+ u2(x)ai2^o(y) (*00^20 "*' *01^21 ^02^22^ 
+ ui(x)ai2vl(y) (*10^20 *11^21 *12^22^ 
+ Ui(x)ai2V2(y)(*;0F20 + a^l^zl + a^z^zz) 
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(Equation for fgCxiy) continued, the UgCx) part) 
+ U2(*)32QVQ(y)(aQoFQQ + ^^^^01."'" *02^02^ 
+ u2(*)*2ovi(y)(aiofqo + ^ n^oi *12^02^ 
+ u2(x)a20^2(y) (^20^00 *21^01 *22^02^ 
+ u2(x)a2ivg(y)(aqqf^q + + aq2fj^2^ 
+ u2(x)a2j_v^(y) (a^gf^q + a^l^ll ^12^12^ 
+ (^20^10 ^21^11 "*" *22^12^ 
+ "2^*^^22*^0^^^ ^ ^00^20 ^01^21 ^02^22^ 
+ u2(x)a22^l(y) (*10^20 "*" *11^21 *12^22^ 
+ u2(x)a22v2(y)(a20^20 ^21^21 ^22^22^ ^^84) 
As in (C49)-CC52), we let denote the sum of collected coef-
mn 
ficients of (C84). Then, we find from (C84) the coeffi­
cients of UQ(x)vQ(y), etc., as (see (C3) for the ordering) the 
(2) 
expressions for A^g', etc. (note also r,s of (C83) are for and v^) as 
(2) ^ 
^00 " ^00*^^00^00 *01^01 ^02^02^ 
*0l(*00^10 *01^11 ^02^12^ 
*02^*00^20 ^01^21 ^02^22^ (^85) 
(equation continued) 
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*00^*10^00 *11^01 *12^02^ 
*01(^10^10 *11^11 •'' ®12^12^ 
"*" *02^*10^20 •*" *11^21 ^12^22^ 
(C86) 
*00^*20^00 **" ^21^01 ^22^02^ 
*01(^20^10 •*• *21^11 ^22^12^ 
*02(^20^20 "*" *21^21 ^22^22^ (C87) 
^ *10^*00^00 *01^01 *02^02^ 
*11^*00^10 "'• *01^11 *02^12^ 
^12^^00^20 *01^21 *02^22) (C88) 
ho^^10^00 ^11^01 "*" *12^02) 
"*• *11(^10^10 •*• ^11^11 ^2^12^ 
*12^^10^20 *11^21 •'• *12^22) (C89) 
*10^*20^00 ^21^01 ^22^02^ 
^11^^20^10 ^21^11 ^22^12^ 
*12^^20^20 *21^21 ^22^22^ (C90) 
*20^*00^00 '*' *01^01 "*• ®02^02^ 
*21^*00^10 "'' ^01^11 *12^12^ 
^22^^00^20 "*• *01^21 ^02^22^ (C91) 
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^21^ *20(*10^00 *11^01 ^12^02 
•*" ^21^^10^10 •*• *11^11 ^12^12^ 
"*• *22^^10^20 "*" *11^21 ^12^22^ 
^22^ *20^*20^00 "*" *21^01 *22^02^ 
•*" ^21^^20^10 •*" *21^11 *22^12) 
*22^*20^20 *21^21 *22^22^ (^^3) 
The of (C85)-(C93) when put in (C3) give f^^^(x,y). Next is N = 3 
Approximation N=3, etc. The A^^^ for N=3 may be written down by 
inexpection of (C49)-(C52) and (C85)-(C93) and then by continuation 
for N=4,5,etc. For N=3, we find (with some additional a and a" yet 
mn mn 
to be derived) A^^^, etc. (with as (C83)) as 
(3) 
^00 ^ *00^^00^00 ^01^01 ^02^02 ^03^03^ 
•'• *01^^00^10 *01^11 ^02^12 ^03^13^ 
*02^*00^20 ^01^21 ^02^22 *03^23^ 
"*• *03(^00^30 ^01^31 *02^32 *03^33) (c94) 
^01^ *00^*10^00 *11^01 *12^02 *13^03) 
•*• ^01^^10^10 *11^11 ^12^12 *13^13) 
•*• *02(^10^20 ^11^21 *12^22 "*• *13^23) 
®03^^10^30 *11^31 *12^32 *13^33^ (^95) 
(sequence of equations is continued) 
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*02^  0^0^ 2^0^ 00 *21^ 01 2^2^ 02 2^3^ 03^  
"*" *01^ *20^ 10 *21^ 11 *22^ 12 *23^ 13) 
*02^ *20^ 20 *21^ 21 "'" 2^2^ 22 2^3^ 23^  
•'" *03^ *20^ 30 *21^ 31 "*• 2^2^ 32 2^3^ 33^  
*03^  " *00^ 3^0^ 00 *31^ 01 "*" *32^ 02 3^3^ 03^  
•*• *01(^ 30^ 10 3^1^ 11 *32^ 12 3^3^ 13) 
0^2^ 3^0^ 20 3^1^ 21 "*" *32^ 22 "*" 3^3^ 23^  
*03(^ 30^ 30 3^1^ 31 *32^ 32 '"' *33^ 33) 
1^0^  " *10^ *00^ 00 *01^ 01 *02^ 02 0^3^ 03^  
•*" *11^ *00^ 10 •'• *01^ 11 "*" 0^2^ 12 "*' *03^ 13) 
*12^ *00^ 20 0^1^ 21 "*" 0^2^ 22 *03^ 23^  
1^3^ 0^0^ 30 "*" 0^1^ 31 "*" 0^2^ 32 "'* 0^3^ 33^  
1^1^  ° ^10^ 1^0^ 00 "*" 1^1^ 01 1^2^ 02 "*• 1^3^ 03) 
1^1^ 1^0^ 10 •*• *11^ 11 "*• 1^2^ 12 *13^ 13) 
"*• 1^2^ 1^0^ 20 "*" *11^ 21 •*" *12^ 22 1^3^ 23^  
"*" 1^3^ 1^0^ 30 *11^ 31 1^2^ 32 ''" 1^3^ 33^  (^ 99) 
1^2^  " ^10^ 2^0^ 00 2^1^ 01 *22^ 02 2^3^ 03^  
''" *11(^ 20^ 10 "*• 2^1^ 11 *22^ 12 *23^ 13) 
(this equation is continued) 
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"*• 3^ 2^ *20^ 20 *21^ 21 *22^ 22 *23^ 23^  
+ 3^ 3(320^ 30 + 321^ 31 2^2^ 32 *23^ 33) (cloo) 
*13^  ^  3^ 0^ *30^ 00 "*" *31^ 01 "'" *32^ 02 *33^ 03^  
"*" *11^ *30^ 10 *31^ 11 "'" *32^ 12 *33^ 13) 
"*" *12^ *30^ 20 *31^ 21 *32^ 22 *33^ 23^  
*13^ *30^ 30 *31^ 31 *32^ 32 *33^ 33^  (clol) 
2^0^  *20^ *00^ 00 *01^ 01 *02^ 02 *03^ 03^  
"*" *21^ *00^ 10 "*" *01^ 11 "*" *02^ 12 "*" *03^ 13) 
*22^ *00^ 20 *01^ 21 •*" *02^ 22 *03^ 23^  
*23^ *00^ 30 *01^ 31 "'" *02^ 32 *03^ 33^  (c102) 
*21^  *20^ *10^ 00 *11^ 01 *12^ 02 *13^ 03^  
•*" *21^ *10^ 10 *11^ 11 "*" *12^ 12 *13^ 13) 
*22^ *10^ 20 "'' *11^ 21 *12^ 22 "'' *13^ 23^  
*23^ *10^ 30 "*" *11^ 31 *12^ 32 *13^ 33^  (c103) 
(3) 
2^2 ~ *20^ *20^ 00 *21^ 01 "*" *22^ 02 *23^ 03^  
•*" *21^ *20^ 10 *21^ 11 "*' *22^ 12 *23^ 13^  
+ 822(820^ 20 *21^ 21 "*" *22^ 22 "*" *23^ 23) 
*23^ *20^ 30 "*• *21^ 31 *22^ 32 *23^ 33^  (c104) 
(sequence of equations is continued) 
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2^0^ 3^0^ 00 3^1^ 01 3^2^ 02 "*" *33^ 03^  
•*• *21(^ 30^ 10 3^1^ 11 "*" *32^ 12 •*" ®33^ 13^  
2^2^ 3^0^ 20 3^1^ 21 "'" ^ 32^ 22 "*" 3^3^ 23^  
•*• 2^3^ 3^0^ 30 *31^ 31 3^2^ 32 3^3^ 33^  (C105) 
*30^ *00^ 00 "*" *01^ 01 0^2^ 02 0^3^ 03^  
*31^ *00^ 10 "*" *01^ 11 "*" 0^2^ 12 "*' *03^ 13) 
3^2''^ 00^ 20 *01^ 21 "*• *02^ 22 *03^ 23^  
3^3^ *00^ 30 *01^ 31 *02^ 32 *03^ 33^  (C106) 
° ^30^ *10^ 00 •'" *11^ 01 *12^ 02 "*" *13^ 03) 
*31^ *10^ 10 "*" *11^ 11 "*" *12^ 12 *13^ 13) 
*32^ *10^ 20 "*" *11^ 21 *12^ 22 1^3^ 23^  
+ a33(aioF30 *11^ 31 *12^ 32 *13^ 33^  (C107) 
 ^*30(*20^ 00 2^1^ 01 *22^ 02 2^3^ 03^  
*31^ 2^0^ 10 2^1^ 11 2^2^ 12 "*" 2^3^ 13^  
*32^ 2^0^ 20 "*• 2^1^ 21 2^2^ 22 *23^ 23^  
"*" *33(^ 20^ 30 "*" 2^1^ 31 2^2^ 32 *23^ 33) (C108) 
" *30^ 3^0^ 00 *31^ 01 *32^ 02 *33^ 03^  
*31^ *30^ 10 •*• *31^ 11 3^2^ 12 *33^ 13) 
(this equation is continued) 
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*3l(^30^20 ^31^21 *32^22 *33^23^ 
*33^*30^30 *31^31 *32^32 *33^33^ (C109) 
We make some remarks about the foregoing equation. 
In (C94)-(C109), a superscript 3 with each a and a" is to be pq rs 
understood to differentiate these a's from a's of (C85)-(C93) and a's 
of (C49)-(C52) where superscripts (for N) are understood to be 2 and 1. 
In (C94)-(C109), the a^^ and a^^ are still to be derived. 
In (C94)-(C109), certain expressions in parentheses repeat from 
to ; similarly for (G85)-(G93) and (C49)-(C52). Thus, the 
mn / 9 n 
(N) 
equations for the A found so far can be shortened. 
mn 
Equation (C24), with definitions aQQ=l/Dg, aQQ=l/DQ and as in 
(C48), when considered with (C49)-(C52), (C85)-(C93), and (C94)-(C109), 
completes 4 sets of A^\ (N=0,l,2,3). 
The number of terms in a set of A^^^ goes as (N+1)^, as is clear 
from the following tabulation. 
2 (C24) has N = 0, has 1 A and 1 terms 
(C49)-(C52) have N = 1, have 4 A's and 2^ terms 
(C85)-C(93) have N = 2, have 9 A's and 3^ terms 
(C94)-(C109) have N = 3, have 16 A's and 4^ terms 
We need to derive a^^» a^^, etc. 
Derivation of Additional a and a" . We have derived a„-, pq 00 00 22 
aj2 (see (C26)-(C35), (C54)-(C70) 
To get additional a^^ and we proceed as in (C54) and write 
for N=3 (the u^(x) are defined in the heading of Table CI) 
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fgCx.y) = A^qUQCx) + a^^u^Cx) + + A^gU^Cx) (CllO) 
where from Table (Cl) we have 
3^0 ° ^20 
3^1 ~ ^ 21 
3^2 ^  *22 
3^3 3^ 
^^ 3^0 
g3j3i 
^^ 3^2 
(Gill) 
(C112) 
(C113) 
(C114) 
and y is held constant. 
In (C111)-(C113) we know Agg, A^^ and from (C59)-(C61); we 
need E^. From Table Cl we find 
f - fâ _ ^ 3 " =30^ 0 " ^ 31^ 1 " ^32^ 2 
3 " »3 " O3 
(C115) 
In (C115) we need G^, G^, and in terms of w^, w^ and w^. 
From Table Cl G^ = w^ 
From (C27) S = -Jio"o + *1 
(C116) 
(C117) 
We find Gg of (C115) from Table Cl as 
g2 = w2 - cgggg - cg^ g^  
where G^ = w^ - c^gG^ so that G^ becomes 
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s ~ ^ 2 " ^ 0^^ 0 " c2l(*ï " *^ 10^ 0^  
which when rearranged and factored gives 
2^ " ^0^  ~ ^ 20 2^1^ 10) ~ ^ 71*1 "2 (C118) 
To simplify (C118) we have in Table CI the relation 
"^ 20 " *^ 20 ~ ^ 1^^ 10 
That is, Cgg is given by 
2^0 ~ "^ 20 ^^ 1^ 10 
(C119) 
Putting the right of (C119) in (C118) gives G„ as 
2^ ^  ggc - j20 " c^ zl^ lo ^^ 21^ 10) " ^ 21*1 *2 (C120) 
But by Table CI we have = c^ q, so the second and third terms in 
the expression in parentheses in (C120) cancel and is found as 
2^ ~ ^ 0^ ~'^ 20^  ~ ^ 21*1 *2 (C121) 
Table CI gives = Cg^, so that (C121) may, in view of (C116), be 
written as 
~ "^ 20*0 " ^21*1 *2 (C122) 
We can now put G^ of (C116), G^ of (C117), and of (C122) into 
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(C115) to find the denominator of (C115) as 
^3 " ^3 ~ 3^0*0 " ^ l^("^ 10*0 ^  "l^  ~ ^ y2("^ 20*0 ~ ^ 21*1 *2^  
where Wq, w^ , etc., may be factored to give as 
s "0^ ~*^ 30 3^1^ 10 3^2^ 20^  3^2^ 21^  
+ "^ (-c,,) + w3 (C123) 
But Table Cl gives 
•^ 30 3^0 " ^ 31^ 10 " ^32^ 20' 
•^ 31 ~ ^ 31 " ^32^ 21 
3^2 3^2 
so that (C123) gives G^ finally as 
®3 "^ 30*0 ~ ^ 31*1 ~ ^ 32*2 *3 (C124) 
We may assemble the G's from (€116), (C117), (C122) and (C123) 
and deduce a general result as 
0^ = "0 
G, = 
" ^10*0 
G„ = 
~ ^ 20*0 2^1*1 + ^2 
G„ = 
- '^ 30''0 j3l"l - ^ 32*2 + ^3 
S " ^ N0*0 " ^ Nl"l ~ ^N2"2 ' " ^N,N-i"n-1 "n (C124a) 
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(where the and w^, m,n =0, 1, 2 ... may be found in Table CI). 
This alternate set of could be used as in Kirkham and Powers (1972, 
pp. 502-503) for getting the in their modified Gram-Schmidt process 
(but the of (a) are not in terms of earlier G^ for recursion formulas) 
The Gq, G^, etc., just found gives the =G^/D^ of K.P. (1972, p. 
502), as 
E  = ^ =  + 1 2  
2 dg 0 3^ 1 
®3 "^ 30 '^ sl "^ 32 "3 B3 = 0; " - +i^ (C125) 
etc. 
We now put of (C125) in (Clll) (with J^q first put before Eg) 
to find A^ q (where we get from (C59) as 
or 
so 2^0 " ^ 30^ 3 
(equation continued) 
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^30 ( 
" D3"O -
•^31 '^32 
Dj 1 - D3 2 
Collecting terms in , etc. we find 
A ss 
j2 
10 , 20 
-f>"0 30 
+ 
, ^^1^20 
" °2 
+ (C126) 
*^ 30 
3 (C127) 
Note: In going from (C126) to (C127) the factor although it 
stands before the parentheses in (C126), was multiplied into the terms 
to stand after each term rather than before it. This is done to make 
the subscripts symmetrical. 
For we similarly put of (C60) and Eg of (C125) in (C112) 
to find Ag^ as 
3^1 ~ ^ 21 ' ^31^ 3 
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or 
+ (- ITT + ^>"2 - ^ 3 «"8) 
For A^2 similarly put of (C61) and of (C125) in (C113) 
to find Ag2 
3^2 " ^22 " ^32^ 3 
<- 1^0 - ^1 + ^2) 
- ^ 32'- ^ 0 - "^ 1 - ^ 2 + 5; 
or 
2 
+ % + 17'"2 - ^ 3 (C129) 
Finally, for equations (C114) and (C125) give immediately 
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In (C127)-(C130) we have the A's in terms of the w's, the D's, 
and the J's. Comparing (C127)-(C130) with (C59)-(C70) we see that we 
now can write down our needed (see above (C109)) set of a , 
pq 
p = 0,1,2,3; q = 0,1,2,3; for N = 3. 
From (C127), and in view of (C59) and (C62) we write down the 
coefficient of Wq as 
30(0) 
•t444' 
= a (3) 
00 (C131) 
where a superscript 3 is added on to emphasize that we now have 
N=3 (not N=2 as in (C62)-(C70). 
Similarly we write the coefficient of w^ of (C127) as 
+ ^ 21^ 20 + ^ 31^ 30 ^  ^ (3) 
30(1) d, dr d. 01 (C132) 
and the coefficient of w^ of (C127) as 
A - '^20 ^32^30 _ (3) 
30(2) Dg 02 (C133) 
and the coefficient of w^ (C127) as 
So(3) = -  ^  (C134) 
Similarly (C128) yields 
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31(0) 
'^ 10 , 2^0^ 21 3^0^ 31 _ (3) 
»1 »2 " 10 (C135) 
31(1) t 4 4 --s' (C136) 
(C137) 
31(3) f = 4f (C138) 
and (C129) yields 
'32(0) 
fzo 3^0^ 32 _ (3) 
dg " ^20 (C139) 
32(1) 
il + ^31^32 ^ (3) 
dg d3 21 (C140) 
s2(2) = ^  = 42 (C141) 
V = _ 132 ^ (3) 
32(3) D, *23 (C142) 
and (C130) yields 
33(0) 
OO ^ (3) 
D3 30 (C143) 
33(1) f = (C144) 
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^^ 33 (2) - - ^  
3^(3) ° DJ ° *33^  (C146) 
Equations (C131)-(C146) give us the for N=3. To get the a^^ 
we merely prime the a remembering that we then can get D and J pq ° " m mn 
as D"* and J"" from Table CI when we use v (y), y<y<6 rather than u (x), 
m mn m^ m 
a<x<3 to do the computing. 
Equations (C131)-(C146) give us the for N=3; (C62)-(C70) for 
N=2; (C35) for N=l; and for N=0 we deduce from (C25) l/Dg, = 
1/Dq). When these coefficients are tabulated (Table C2) (for N=0,l,2,3) 
it becomes clear how to write down additional a^^, as for N=4,5, etc. 
The are obtained finally (for use in (CA)) as = ^oo^^oo^^FoQ 
is given by (C25a), to A^^^ are given by (C49)-(C53), A^^^ to 
Agg^ are given by (C85)-(C93), Aqq^  to A^^^ are given by (C94)-(C109), 
(N) (N) (N) 
and Aqq to A^^ can be written down by inspection of the earlier A^^ . 
Table C2. Sets of values of a^^^ for N=0,l,2, and 3; D's and j's'of the table are in (Table Cl); 
(entries are from (C15), (C15a),'(C35), (C62) to (C70) , and (C131) to (C146)) 
10 
4:' 
•li' 
10 
3^  
D, 
4 ? -
10 "^20^ 21 20 
4:' 
•^ 10 . •^ 21'^ 20 
20 
4P-
41'-
-
1^0 ^  '^ 21'^ 20 ^  •^ 3l'^ 30 
•^ 20 . -^ 32'^ 30 
30 
4:'-
4^ 
4? = 
4? = 
4? = 
"1* »2 
21 
21 
1^0 ^  *^ 20*^ 21 ^  '^ 30'^ 31 
j2 j2 
di d, 
•^ 21 , ^ 32^ 31 
°2 «^ 3 
3^1 
4f = - ? 
4:' 
4:' = 
4^ 
D_ 
•^ 20 3^0^ 32 
°2 °3 
•^ 21 ^  ^ 1^^ 32 
"2 ®3 
4? - V 5f 
4f 32 
4^ 
4f = 
4:' - -
= i 
30 
31 
32 
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APPENDIX D. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING 
R/(mnr/s) OF TEXT EQS. (20)-(23) 
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//a419g0 job 13827,go 
//a exec fortgcl 
//fort.sysin dd * 
implicit realms (a-h,0-z) 
common /farms/ rw,rr,s,pi 
common /const/ zero,one,half,two 
c 
dimension r(101,101) 
c 
pi = 3.141592653589793d0 
c 
c 
nn = 101 
mm = 101 
read(s,101) nn,mm,rw,rr,s 
101 format(2i3,3g10.0) 
c 
call nastycr,nn,mm) 
c 
c 
stop 
end 
block data 
g 
implicit realms (a-h,0-z) 
common /const/ zero,one,half,two 
c 
data zero,one,half,two/0.0do,1.0do,o.sd0,2.0d0/ 
c 
end 
subroutine nasty(r,nn,mm) 
c 
implicit real*8 (a-h,0-z) 
common /parms/ rw,rr,s,pi 
common /const/ zero,one,half,two 
c 
dimension r(101,101) 
dimension y(lol),yw(101),yk(101),ykw(101),nz(101),nzw(101), 
1 nzk(lol),nzkw(101),ywp(101),ykwp(101) 
c 
kode = 2 
prws = pi*rw/s 
prs = pi*rr/s 
alp = zero 
c • 
r(l,l) = one/(rw*dlog(rr/rw)) 
c 
t1 = one 
t2 = rr/rw 
c 
do 5 n = 2,nn 
C 
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t1 = t1 * (rr/rw) 
t2 = t2 * (rr/rw) 
rcn,1)=(dfl0at(n-1)^ (t2+(rr/rw)/t1))/(rr*ct1-0ne/t1)) 
C 
s continue 
c 
do 100 m = 2,mm 
xw = dfl0at(m-1)*prws 
x = dfl0at(m-1)*prs 
c 
call dbesi(x,alp,kqde,41,y,nz) 
call dbesicxw,alp,k0de,41,yw,nzw) 
call dbeskcx,alp,k0de,41,yk,nzk) 
call dbesk(xw,alp,k0de,41,ykw,nzkw) 
c 
ywp(l) = yw(2) 
ykwp(l) = -ykwc2) 
c 
do so i = 2,40 
ywpci) = half * cywci-1) + ywci+1)) 
ykwpci) = - half * cykwci-1) + ykwci+1)) 
50 continue 
c 
c 
c 
dei = one 
ifcdabscx-xw) .lt. 50.0d0) dei = dexpcx-xw) 
de2 = zero 
if(dabscx-xw) .lt. 50.0d0) de2 = one/dei 
c 
do 70 n = 1,39 
t1 = ykwpcn)*ycn)*de1 
t2 = ywpcn)*ykcn)*de2 
t3 = ykwcn)*y(n)*de1 
t4 = yw(n)*ykcn)*de2 
t5 = -ctl - t2)/(t3 - t4) 
rcn.m) = t5 
70 continue 
c 
scale = ykwc38) 
ykwc38) = one 
ykwc39) = ykwc39) / scale 
c 
do 80 n = 40,nn 
scale = ykwcn-2) + tw0*dfl0at(n-1)/xw*ykw(n-1) 
ykwcn) = scale 
ifcscale .lt. 1.0d50 .and. scale .gt. 1.0d-50)g0 to 75 
ykwcn-l) = ykwcn-1) / scale 
ykwcn) = one 
75 continue 
r(n,m) = ykwcn-1)/ykwcn) + dfl0atcn-1)/xw 
80 continue 
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APPENDIX E. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR OBTAINING A AND 
mn 
f(z,0) USING SOLUTION METHOD DEVELOPED 
IN APPENDIX C 
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BLOCK DATA 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
C 
DATA ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO/0.ODO,1.000,0.500,2.ODO/ 
C 
END 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /PARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA,BETAI,TBETAI,PI, 
1 C0N1,PIBETI 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
COMMON /JROF/ DJ(350),R(26,25),0(26),F(26,26) 
DIMENSION U(26),C(26),A(26,26) 
C 
REAL*4 DATE(7),PARM(11) 
C 
RW = l.ODO 
RR = 2.000 
S = l.ODO 
CC = 0.500 
PI = 3.141592653589793D0 
ALPHA = PI/TWO 
BETA = PI 
BETAI = ONE/BETA 
TBETAI = TWO/BETA 
CONl = S/(PI*RW*DLOG(RR/RW)) 
PIBETI = PI/BETA 
C 
C 
NN = 26 
MM = 25 
C 
DO 10 J = 1,MM 
READ(5,201) (R(I,J),I=1,NN) 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 20 N = 1,NN 
C 
CALL UMUN(U,N) 
C 
KADIAG = (NNAMM)/2 
CALL ORTH(U,C,N,NN,MM,KADIAG,NFORJ,1ER) 
IF(IER .NE. 0) GO TO 999 
C 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL CALCF(NN) 
C 
CALL LABEL(DATE,PARM,NPARM) 
C 
00 30 N = 1,6 
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C 
CALL CALCA(A,N,NN) 
WRITE(12,101) N 
WRITE(12,102) CCACI,J),J=1,N),I=1,N) 
IF(M0D(N-1,S) .EQ. 0)CALL PLOTFCA,N,NN) 
C 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL ENDPLT 
C 
STOP 
C 
999 CONTINUE 
WRITEC6,g01)  1ER 
STOP 
C 
201 FORMATC4F20.0) 
101 F0RMAT('N',I4) 
102 FORMATC8G10.4) 
901 FORMAT CIX,'^>ERROR*** 1ER = ',13) 
END 
SUBROUTINE CALCA(A,NP1,NN) 
C 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /FARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA,BETAI,TBETAI,PI, 
1 C0N1,PIBETI 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
COMMON /JRDF/ DJC3S0),R(26,25),D(26),F(26,26) 
DIMENSION ACNN,NN) 
C 
DO 100 IM = l.NPl 
C 
DO 90 IV = l.NPl 
C 
T = ZERO 
C 
DO 80 I = 1,NP1 
C 
AVJ = TBETAI 
IFCIV .EQ. 1) AVJ = BETAI 
T = T + DLITANCIM,I,NP1)*AVJ*F(I,IV) 
C 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
A(IM,IV) = T 
C 
90 CONTINUE 
C 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
RETURN 
END 
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DLITAN(M,I,NP1) 
C 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
COMMON /JRDF/ DJ(350),R(26.25),D(26),F(26,26) 
C 
T = ZERO 
MIN = MAXO(M,I) 
C 
DO 10 K = MIN.NPl 
C 
IDl = (K-l)*(K-2)/2 + I 
ID2 = (K-l)*CK-2)/2 + M 
C 
DJl = DJ(IDl) 
IFCK-I .EQ. 0)DJ1 = -ONE 
DJ2 = DJ(ID2) 
IF(K-M .EQ. 0)DJ2 = -ONE 
T = T + DJ1*DJ2/D(K) 
C 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
DLITAN = T 
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CALCF(NPl) 
C 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /PARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA,BETAI.TBETAI,PI, 
1 CONl.PIBETI 
COMMON /JRDF/ DJ(3S0),R(26,25),0(26),F(26,26) 
C 
DO 10 I = 1,NP1 
C 
DO 5 J = 1,NP1 
C 
F(I,J) = FI(I) * FJ(J) 
C 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
RETURN 
END 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FI(I) 
C 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /PARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA,BETAI.TBETAI,PI, 
1 C0N1,PIBETI 
C 
FI = CC 
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ifci .eq. 1) go to 10 
t = s/(dfl0at(i-1)*pi) 
fi = t*dsin(cc/t) 
C 
10 continue 
return 
end 
double precision function fj(j) 
c 
implicit realms (a-h,0-z) 
common /farms/ rw,rr,s,cc,alpha,beta,betai.tbetai.pi, 
1 c0n1,pibeti 
c 
fj = alpha 
if(j .eq. 1) go to 10 
t = beta/(dfl0at(j-1)*pi) 
fj = t*dsin(alpha/t) 
c 
10 continue 
return 
end 
subroutine umun(u,m) 
c 
implicit realms (a-h,0-z) 
common /parms/ rw,rr,s,cc,alpha,beta,betai.tbetai,pi, 
1 c0n1,pibeti 
common /const/ zero,one,half,two 
common /jrdf/ dj(350),rc26,25),d(26),f(26,26) 
dimension u(m) 
c 
c function definition 
ff(x,y) = (dsin((x-y)*pi*cc/s))/cx-y)+(dsin((x+y)*pi*cc*s))/(x+y) 
c 
em = m-1 
mm = m-1 
c 
c calclation of uoo 
if(m .ne. 1) go to 5 
hpl = con1*con1 
u(m) = cc + hpl*(s-cc) 
return 
c 
s continue 
c 
do 30 n = 1,m 
c 
en = n - 1 
nn = n - 1 
c 
c calculation of umo 
if(n .ne. 1) go to 10 
par = s/(em*pi) 
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HPL = (S/PI)AC0N1 
U(N) = PAR*DSIN(CC/PAR) - HPL*R(1,MM)*DSIN(CC/PAR) 
GO TO 30 
C 
C CALCULATION OF UMN 
10 CONTINUE 
IF(N .EQ. M) GO TO 20 
U(N) = (S/(TWO*PI))*FF(EM,EN)*(ONE-EM*ENAR(N,MM)*R(N,NN)) 
GO TO 30 
C 
C CALCULATION OF UMM 
20 CONTINUE 
CC2 = CC/TWO 
SPM = S/(4.0D0*PI*EM) 
TR = DSINCCC2/SPM) 
TERM = SPM*TR 
TTER = ((S-CC)/TWO)-TERM 
U(N) = CC2 + TERM + EM*EM*R(N,MM)*R(N,MM)*TTER 
C 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ORTH(U,C,NCAPP1,KA,KAMI,KADIAG,NFORJ,1ER) 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /JRDF/ DJ(350),R(26,2S),D(26),F(26,26) 
REALMS JTEMP 
DIMENSION U(KA),C(KAM1) 
C 
IF(NCAPPl-l) 1,2,2 
1 IER=1 
RETURN 
2 IF(NCAPPl-KA) 4,4,3 
3 IER=2 
RETURN 
4 IF(KA-l-KAMl) 5,6,5 
5 IER=3 
RETURN 
6 IF((KA*KAMl)/2-KADIAG) 7,8,7 
7 IER=4 
RETURN 
8 CONTINUE 
IER=0 
NCAP = NCAPPl-1 
NCAPMl = NCAP-1 
IF(NCAPMl) 10,20,30 
10 D(l) = U(l) 
RETURN 
20 C(l) = U(l)/D(l) 
D(2) = U(2)-C(1)*C(1)*D(1) 
DJ(1) = C(l) 
199 
RETURN 
30 C(l) = U(1)/DC1) 
NFORJ = 0 
DO 120 N = 2,NCAP 
CTEMP = U(N) 
NMl = N-1 
DO 110 NN = 1,NM1 
NFORJ = NFORJ+1 
110 CTEMP = CTEMP-U CNN)'ifD J (NFORJ) 
120 C(N) = CTEMP/D(N) 
DTEMP = U(NCAPPl) 
DO 140 N = l.NCAP 
CTEMP = C(N) 
DTEMP = DTEMP-CTEMP*CTEMP*D(N) 
140 CONTINUE 
D(NCAPPl) = DTEMP 
NSTART = 0 
DO 180 N = l.NCAPMl 
JTEMP = C(N) 
NSTART = NSTART+N 
NFORJ = NSTART 
NPl = N+1 
DO 170 NN = NP1,NCAP 
JTEMP = JTEMP-C(NN)*DJ(NFORJ) 
170 NFORJ = NFORJ+NN-1 
DJ(NFORJ) = JTEMP 
180 CONTINUE 
NFORJ = NFORJ+1 
DJ(NFORJ) = C(NCAP) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PLOTF(A,N,NN) 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /PARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA,BETAI.TBETAI,PI, 
1 C0N1,PIBETI 
DIMENSION A(NN,NN) 
REAL*4 AA(21,21),XX(21),WORK(200,6) 
REAL*4 TITLE(20)/20*' '/,XLAB(5)/'X ',4*' '/ 
REAL*4 YLAB(5)/'Y ',4*' '/ 
C 
C 
NX = 21 
NY = 21 
C 
C 
X = 0.0 
GRIDS =0.05 
GRIDPI = GRIDS*PI 
C 
DO 20 I = 1,NX 
C 
200 
XX(I) = X 
Y = 0.0 
DO 10 J = 1,NY 
AA(I,J) = F(X,Y,A,N,NN) 
Y = Y + GRIDPI 
10 CONTINUE 
C ^ 
X = X + GRIDS 
C 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL BOZO(XX,AA,WORK,0,200,NX,NY,TITLE,6.0,6.0,XLAB,YLAB,NX) 
C 
C 
RETURN ' 
END 
SUBROUTINE BOZO(X,YY,WORK,NG,MAXD,N,NFNS,TITLE,XLNTH,YLNTH, 
1 XLAB,YLAB,NYDIM) 
C 
REAL X(NYDIM),YY(NYDIM,NFNS),W0RK(MAXD,6) 
DIMENSION TITLE(20),XLAB(5),YLAB(5) 
C 
NGMAX = NG 
MAXDIM = MAXD 
NMAX = N 
XMIN = 0.0 
DELTAX = .1666667 
YMIN = 0.0 
DELTAY = .1666667 
C 
CALL HIDE(X(1),YY(1,1),WORK(1,1),WORK(1,2),WORK(1,5),WORK(1,6), 
1 NGMAX,MAXDIM,NMAX,NFNS,TITLE,XLNTH,YLNTH,XMIN,DELTAX, 
2 YMIN,DELTAY,XLAB,YLAB) 
C 
NGMIN = -3 
MINDIM = MAXD 
NMIN = -N 
C 
CALL HIDE(X(l),yY(l,l),WORK(l,3),WORK(l,4),WORK(1.5),WORK(l,6), 
1 NGMIN,MINDIM,NMIN,NFNS,'NTTL',-ABS(XLNTH), 
2 -ABS(YLNTH),XMIN,DELTAX,YMIN,DELTAY,XLAB,YLAB) 
C 
DO 100 I = 2,NFNS 
C 
CALL HIDES(X(1),YY(1,I),W0RK(1,1),W0RK(1,2),W0RK(1,5), 
1 WORK(1,6),NGMAX,MAXDIM,NMAX,NFNS) 
C 
CALL HIDES(X(1),YY(1,I),W0RK(1,3),W0RK(1,4),W0RK(1,5), 
1 WORK(1,6),NGMIN,MINDIM,NMIN,0) 
C 
100 CONTINUE 
201 
c 
return 
end 
double precision function f(x,y,a,n,np1) 
c 
implicit real*8 (a-h,0-z) 
common /parms/ rw,rr,s,cc,alpha,beta,betai.tbetai,pi, 
1 c0n1,pibeti 
common /const/ zero,one,half,two 
dimension a(np1,np1) 
c 
sum = zero 
c 
do 20 nu = 1,n 
c 
v = dcos(dfloatcnu)*y*pibeti) 
c 
do 10 m = 1,n 
c 
sum = sum + a(m,nu)*umnu(m,nu,x)*v 
c 
10 continue 
c 
20 continue 
c 
f = sum 
return 
end 
double precision function umnu(m,nu,x) 
c 
implicit realms (a-h,0-z) 
common /parms/ rw,rr,s,cc,alpha,beta,betai.tbetai,pi, 
1 c0n1,pibeti 
common /const/ zero,one,half,two 
common /jrdf/ dj(3s0),r(26,25),d(26),f(26,26) 
c 
dm = dfloat(m) 
c 
ifcx .gt. cc) go to 10 
c 
umnu = dcos(dm*pi*x/s) 
return 
c 
10 continue 
if(m .gt. 0) go to 20 
c 
umnu = conl 
return 
c 
20 continue 
n = nu*pibeti + half 
umnu = dm*r(n,m)*dcos(dm*pi*x/s) 
202 
RETURN 
C 
END 
//GO.FT05F001 DD DSN=F.U3823.R,DISP=(0LD,KEEP) 
//GO.FT12F001 DD DSN=F.U3823.A,DISP=(0LD,KEEP), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LREGL=80,BLKSIZE=3200) 
//GO.PLOTTÂPE DD SYSOUT=(W,PLOTWTR) 
203 
APPENDIX F. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR OBTAINING A AND 
mn 
f(z,e) USING THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
DEVELOPED IN THE TEXT 
204 
BLOCK DATA 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
C 
DATA ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO/0.000,1.ODO,0.500,2.000/ 
C 
END 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /FARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA,BETAI,TBETAI,PI, 
1 C0N1,PIBETI 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
COMMON /GRIDC/ NGP,NGK,GAA,GA(4,4) 
DIMENSION A(101,101),R(101,101) 
DIMENSION NS(IO) 
C 
C 
READ(S,202) RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA 
READ(5,203) NON,NS 
C 
C 
PI = 3.14159265358979300 
BETAI = ONE/BETA 
TBETAI = TWO/BETA 
CONL = S/(PI'WOLOG(RR/RW)) 
PIBETI = PI/BETA 
01V = CC---ALPHA 
C 
00 10 N = 1,101 
REA0(11,201) (R(N,M),M=1,101) 
201 FORMATC4F20.0) 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
DO 30 NT = 1,N0N 
N = NS(NT) + 1 
CALL NORMA(A,N,SSQ) 
DO 20 IN = 1,N 
UN = (IN-1)*PI/BETA+1 
DO 25 IM = 1,N 
DIM = DFLOAT(IM-L) 
SCAL = ONE 
IF(IM .GT. 1)SCAL = DIM*PI/S 
A(IM,IN) = A(IM,IN) / (SCAL*R(IIN,IM)) 
25 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
NML = N - 1 
WRITE(12,101)NM1,SSQ 
WRITE(12,102) ((A(I,J),J=1,N),I=1,N) 
30 CONTINUE 
STOP 
205 
C 
202 FORMAT(6F10.0) 
203 F0RMAT(11I3) 
101 FORMATC'N = ',I2,5X,'LHPE = ',F7.4) 
102 F0RMAT(8G10.4) 
END 
SUBROUTINE NORMA(A,N) 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /PARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA,BETAI,TBETAI,PI, 
1 CONl,PIBETI 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
DIMENSION AC101,101) 
C 
SSQ = ZERO 
C 
B = ONE 
C 
C 
C 
A(l,l) = (CC/S) * (ALPHA / BETA) * B 
SSQ = SSQ + A(1,1)*A(1,1) 
C 
IF(N .EQ. 1) GO TO 100 
C 
CONSTl = (CC/S) * (TWO/PI) * B 
C0NST2 = ALPHA * PIBETI 
a 
DO 10 I = 2,N 
DI = DFLOAT(I-l) 
A(1,I) = (CONSTl/DI) * DSIN(DI*C0NST2) 
SSQ = SSQ + A(1,I)*A(1,I) 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
CONSTl = (ALPHA/BETA) * (TWO/PI) * B 
C0NST2 = PI*CC/S 
C 
DO 20 I = 2,N 
DI = DFLOAT(I-l) 
A(I,1) = (CONSTl/DI) * DSIN(DI*C0NST2) 
SSQ = SSQ + A(I,1)*A(I,1) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
CONSTl = 4.0D0 * B / (PIAA2) 
C0NST2 = PI * CC /S 
C0NST3 = PI * (ALPHA/BETA) 
C 
DO 40 I = 2,N 
DI = DFLOAT(I-l) 
DO 30 J = 2,N 
DJ = DFLOAT(J-l) 
A(I,J)=C0NST1/(DI*DJ)*DSIN(C0NST2*DI)*DSIN(C0NST3*DJ) 
206 
30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
RETURN 
END 
//GO.miFOOl DD DSN=F.U3823.R,DISP=SHR 
//G0.FT12F001 DD DSN=F.U3823.A,DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
207 
BLOCK DATA 
C 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
C 
DATA ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO/0.0D0,1.0D0,0.500,2.000/ 
C 
END 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /PARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA,BETAI.TBETAI,PI, 
1 C0N1,PIBETI 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO,ONE,HALF,TWO 
COMMON /CPLOT/ A(101,101) 
C 
C 
READ(5,202) RW,RR,S,CC,ALPHA,BETA 
C 
PI = 3.14159265358979300 
BETAI = ONE/BETA 
TBETAI = TWO/BETA 
CONl = S/(PI*RW*DLOG(RR/RW)) 
PIBETI = PI/BETA 
C 
C 
NN = 101 
MM = 101 
C 
C 
C 
1 CONTINUE 
C 
READ(12,101,END-999) N 
NPl = N + 1 
READ(12,102) ((A(I,J),J=1,NP1),I=1,NP1) 
CALL PRINTF(NPl) 
GO TO 1 
C 
999 CONTINUE 
C 
STOP 
C 
202 F0RMAT(6F1C.0) 
101 F0RMAT(3X,I3) 
102 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRINTF(NPl) 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /PARMS/ RW,RR,S,CC.ALPHA,BETA,BETAI,TBETAI,PI, 
1 CONl,PIBETI 
COMMON /CONST/ ZERO.ONE,HALF,TWO 
COMMON /CPLOT/ A(101,101) 
208 
DIMENSION CSMZ(101,11),CSNUT(101,11),GRID(11,1I) 
C 
NGP = 22 
NPL = NGP/2 
C 
REAL*4 FN 
C 
DX = CC / 10.CDD 
DY = ALPHA / lO.ODO 
C 
DO 20 J = 1,NPL 
X = DFL0AT(J-1)*DX 
Y = DFL0AT(J-1)*DY 
DO 10 I = 1,NP1 
DI = DFLOAT(I-l) 
CSMZCI.J) = DCOS(DI*PI*X/S) 
CSNUT(I,J) = DCOS(DI*PI*Y/BETA) 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 30 I = l.NPL 
DO 25 J = l.NPL 
GRIDCI.J) = ZERO 
25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 80 NU = 1,NP1 
DO 70 M = 1,NP1 
DM1 = DFLOAT(M-l) 
AAA = A(M,NU) 
C 
C 
DO 60 I = l.NPL 
CIO = CSMZ(M,I) 
DO 50 J = 1,NPL 
CJO = CSNUT(NU,J) 
GRID(I,J) = GRID(I,J) + AAA*CIO*CJO 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
AP=ZERO 
NN = NPl - 1 
WRITE(6,102) NN 
DO 200 I = 1,NPL 
DO 180 J = l.NPL 
X = DFL0AT(I-1)*DX 
Y = DFL0AT(J-1)*DY 
WRITE(6,101) I,J,X,Y,GRID(I,J) 
AP=AP+GRID(I,J) 
180 CONTINUE 
209 
200 CONTINUE 
AP=AP/121.0DO 
WRITE(6,103) AP 
C 
101 FORMATCIX,213,2615.5,G20.8) 
102 FORMATCIX,'N = ',13) 
103 FORMATCIX,'AP = ',5018.8) 
RETURN 
END 
//GO.FT12F001 DD DSN=F.U3823.A,DISP=SHR 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
210 
APPENDIX G. TABULATIONS OF NUMERICAL VALUES FOR FIGURES 
9-15 OF THE TEXT, EQ. (143) 
. (h/s OF FIG. 4=1) 
211 
Table Gl. Flow ratio (Q/Qq) of 
screened well for a/3 
slotted well 
= 0.20 
pipe to that of fully 
N 
R/W 1 3 6 32 
1 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000 
1.1 0.21351 0.24016 0.28031 0.56571 
1.5 0.25695 0.36927 0.51147 0.84672 
2 0.29730 0.47502 0.63916 0.90425 
5 0.49858 0.74626 0.85470 0.96911 
10 0.42013 0.67276 0.80436 0.95638 
20 0.56401 0.79512 0.88587 0.97641 
50 0.62816 0.83520 0.91020 0.98184 
100 0.66540 0.85645 0.92267 0.98453 
• 200 0.69586 0.87284 0.93210 0.98653 
500 0.72853 0.88952 0.94153 0.98849 
1,000 0.74893 0.89949 0.94708 0.98963 
2,000 0.76648 0.90781 0.95168 0.99057 
5,000 0.78623 0.91690 0.95665 0.99158 
10,000 0.79909 0.92267 0.95978 0.99220 
212 
Tâblô G2 # Flow ratio (Q/Qq) 
screened well for 
of slotted well 
a/6 = 0.40 
pipe to that of fully 
N 
R/W 1 3 6 32 
1 0.40000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 
1.1 0.41236 0.44016 0.48032 0.74228 
1.5 0.45695 0.56892 0.69859 0.92429 
2 0.49733 0.66739 0.79653 0.95428 
5 0.61766 0.81961 0.90085 0.97978 
10 0.68767 0.86666 0.92857 0.98578 
20 0.73891 0.89425 0.94417 0.98904 
50 0.78647 0.91696 0.95668 0.99158 
100 0.81252 0.92857 0.96296 0.99284 
• 200 0.83293 0.93733 0.96765 0.99377 
500 0.85396 0.94607 0.97229 0.99468 
1,000 0.86666 0.95122 0.97500 0.99522 
2,000 0.87733 0.95547 0.97723 1.0000 
5,000 0.88906 0.96007 0.97963 1.0000 
10,000 0.89633 0.96296 0.98113 1.0000 
R/W 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
10 
20 
50 
100 
200 
500 
000 
000 
000 
213 
Flow ratio (Q/Qq) of slotted well pipe to that of 
screened well for a/Q = 0.60 
N 
1 3 6 
0.60000 0.6000 0.6000 
0.41306 0.64053 0.68021 
0.65695 0.76144 0.85272 
0.69689 0.83317 0.90753 
0.79913 0.91930 0.95795 
0.84602 0.94219 0.97023 
0.87635 0.95496 0.97696 
0.90225 0.96514 0.98226 
0.91572 0.97023 0.98489 
0.92593 0.97403 0.98684 
0.93615 0.97778 0.98876 
0.94219 0.97996 0.98988 
0.94718 0.98175 0.99079 
0.95259 0.98368 0.99177 
0.95600 0.98489 0.99239 
Die I 
R/W 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
10 
20 
50 
100 
200 
500 
000 
000 
000 
214 
Flow ratio (Q/Q~) of slotted well pipe to that of fully 
screened well for oi/3 = 0.80 
N 
1 3 6 32 
0.80000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 
0.82986 0.84016 0.87676 0.96817 
0.85684 0.92645 0.96049 0.99232 
0.88965 0.95422 0.97644 0.99550 
0.94217 0.97964 0.98971 0.99806 
0.95838 0.98568 0.99279 0.99864 
0.96761 0.98896 0.99445 0.99895 
0.97499 0.99152 0.99574 0.99920 
0.97867 0.99279 0.99638 0.99932 
0.98141 0.99373 0.99685 0.99941 
0.98411 0.99465 0.99732 0.99950 
0.98568 0.99518 0.99758 0.99955 
0.98697 0.99562 0.99780 0.99993 
0.98835 0.99609 0.99804 0.99997 
0.98922 0.99638 0.99819 0.99998 
215 
Table G5. Flow ratio (Q/Qq) of slotted well pipe Co that of fully 
screened well for N = 1 
oi/3 
R/W 0 0.001 0.01 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.75 1.00 
1 0 0.0010 0.0100 0.1000 0.2000 0.5000 0.7500 1.00 
1.1 0 0.01096 0.02307 0.10669 0.21351 0.51402 0.77311 1.00 
1.5 0 0.03495 0.05803 0.15687 0.25695 0.55695 0.80691 1.00 
2 0 0.05474 0.08602 0.19632 0.29730 0.59725 0.84347 1.00 
5 0 0.11204 0.16491 0.31127 0.42013 0.71134 0.91232 1.00 
10 0 0.15173 0.21784 0.38347 0.49858 0.77119 0.93599 1.00 
11 0 0.15662 0.22400 0.39310 0.50872 0.77783 0.93832 • 1.00 
15 0 0.17337 0.24585 0.42247 0.53905 0.79724 0.94488 1.00 
20 0 0.18832 0.26504 0.44728 0.56401 0.81265 0.94986 1.00 
50 0 0.23252 0.32015 0.51379 0.62816 0.84956 0.96111 1.00 
100 0 0.26289 0.35665 0.55436 0.66540 0.86919 0.96676 1.00 
110 0 0.26688 0.36136 0.55492 0.66995 0.87150 0.96741 1.00 
150 0 0.27956 0.37624 0.57510 0.68392 0.87848 0.96936 1.00 
200 0 0.29095 0.38942 0.58868 0.69586 0.88431 0.97098 1.00 
500 0 0.32491 0.42795 0.62669 0.72853 0.89966 0.97515 1.00 
1000 0 0.34852 0.45401 0.65108 0.74893 0.90881 0.97759 1.00 
1100 0 0.35164 0.45741 0.65418 0.75150 0.91080 0.97889 1.00 
1500 0 0.36158 0.46818 0.66392 0.73950 0.91343 0.97889 1.00 
2000 0 0.37054 0.47780 0.67247 0.76648 0.91643 0.97959 1.00 
5000 0 0.39754 0.50624 0.69703 0.78623 0.92474 0.98175 1.00 
10000 0 0.41632 0.52578 0.71330 0.79909 0.93001 0.98310 1.00 
216 
Table G6. Flow ratio (Q/Qq) of slotted well pipe to that of fully 
screened well for N = 3 
a/g 
R/W 0 0.001 0.01 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.75 1.00 
1 0 0.001 0.010 0.10 0.20 0.500 0.7500 1.00 
1.1 0 0.02625 0.04545 0.14015 0.24016 0.54013 0.79016 1.00 
1.5 0 0.08821 0.13244 0.26407 0.36927 0.66662 0.89039 1.00 
2 0 0.13928 0.20140 0.36285 0.47502 0.75423 0.92981 1.00 
5 0 0.27127 0.36758 0.56549 0.67276 0.87447 0.96825 1.00 
10 0 0.34875 0.45401 0.65057 0.74626 0.90881 0.97759 1.00 
11 0 0.35779 0.46468 0.66023 0.75648 0.91211 0.97846 1.00 
15 0 0.38619 0.49443 0.68696 0.77819 0.92139 0.98088 1.00 
100 0 0.51689 0.62450 0.78867 0.85645 0.95223 0.98867 1.00 
110 0 0.52201 0.62929 0.79206 0.85895 0.95315 0.98890 1.00 
150 0 0.53792 0.64407 0.80239 0.86651 0.95592 0.98958 1.00 
200 0 0.55177 0.65675 0.81109 0.87284 0.95824 0.99014 1.00 
500 0 0.59081 0.69177 0.83433 0.88952 0.96415 0.99158 1.00 
1000 0 0.61611 0.71385 0.84844 0.89949 0.96763 0.99242 1.00 
1100 0 0.61935 0.71664 0.85019 0.90072 0.96806 0.99252 1.00 
1500 0 0.62951 0.72535 0.85563 0.90453 0.96937 0.99283 1.00 
2000 0 0.63846 0.73297 0.86033 0.09078 0.97050 0.99310 1.00 
5000 0 0.66430 0.75465 0.87345 0.91690 0.97359 0.99384 1.00 
10000 0 0.68152 0.76885 0.88185 0.92267 0.97553 0.99430 1.00 
217 
Table G7. Flow ratio (Q/Qq) of slotted well pipe to that of fully 
screened well for N = 6 
a / 6  
R/W 0 0.001 0.01 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.75 1.00 
1 0 0.001 0.010 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.75 1.00 
1.1 0 0.04658 0.07452 0.12986 0.28031 0.58026 0.82880 1.00 
1.5 0 0.15886 0.22717 0.39792 0.51147 0.78018 0.93913 1.00 
2 0 0.24364 0.33113 0.52857 0.63916 0.85719 0.96333 1.00 
5 0 0.42787 0.53756 0.72243 0.80436 0.93303 0.98387 1.00 
10 0 0.51690 0.62449 0.78830 0.85470 0.95222 0.98867 1.00 
11 0 0.52701 0.63396 0.79535 0.86136 0.95404 0.98911 1.00 
15 0 0.55720 0.66170 0.81444 0.87525 0.95909 0.99036 1.00 
20 0 0.58195 0.68392 0.82921 0.88587 0.96287 0.99127 1.00 
50 0 0.64511 0.73860 0.86377 0.91020 0.97132 0.99330 1.00 
100 0 0.68152 0.76885 0.88185 0.92267 0.97553 0.99430 1.00 
110 0 0.68595 0.77247 0.88397 0.92412 0.97601 0.99442 1.00 
150 0 0.69955 0.78350 0.89036 0.92848 0.97746 0.99476 1.00 
200 0 0.71115 0.79282 0.89569 0.93210 0.97866 0.99504 1.00 
500 0 0.74278 0.81780 0.90968 0.94153 0.98175 0.99577 1.00 
1000 0 0.76246 0.83303 0.91800 0.94708 0.98355 0.99619 1.00 
1100 0 0.76493 0.83493 0.91903 0.94777 0.98377 0.99625 1.00 
1500 0 0.77264 0.84082 0.92220 0.94987 0.98445 0.99640 1.00 
2-000 0 0.77934 0.84591 0.92492 0.95168 0.98503 0.99654 1.00 
5000 0 0.79829 0.86017 0.93245 0.95665 0.98662 0.99691 1.00 
10000 0 0.81060 0.86932 0.93722 0.95978 0.98761 0.99714 1.00 
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Table G8. Flow ratio (Q/Qq) of slotted well pipe to that of fully 
screened well for N = 32 
a/6 
R/W 0 0.001 0.01 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.75 1.00 
1 0 0.0010 0.0100 0.1000 0.2000 0.5000 0.7500 1.00 
1.1 0 0.19118 0.26876 0.45173 0.56571 0.81531 0.95070 1.00 
1.5 0 0.50121 0.60966 0.77763 0.84672 0.94929 0.98794 1.00 
2 0 0.63205 0.72752 0.85670 0.90425 0.96970 0.99291 1.00 
5 0 0.79954 0.86110 0.93280 0.95638 0.98672 0.99693 1.00 
10 0 0.85089 0.89868 0.95206 0.96911 0.99068 0.99786 1.00 
11 0 0.85596 0.90231 0.95398 0.97071 0.99105 0.99769 1.00 
15 0 0.87032 0.91252 0.95903 0.97397 0.99206 0.99818 1.00 
20 0 0.88129 0.92025 0.96282 0.97641 0.99282 0.99835 1.00 
50 0 0.90650 0.93777 0.97128 0.98184 0.99449 0.99874 1.00 
100 0 0.91944 0.97664 0.97549 0.98453 0.99532 0.99893 1.00 
110 0 0.92094 0.94766 0.97598 0.98484 0.99541 0.99895 1.00 
150 0 0.92547 0.95074 0.97743 0.98576 0.99570 0.99901 1.00 
200 0 0.92923 0.95329 0.97863 0.98653 0.99593 0.99907 1.00 
500 0 0.93903 0.95990 0.98172 0.98849 0.99653 0.99920 1.00 
1000 0 0.94481 0.96378 0.98353 0.98963 0.99687 0.99928 1.00 
1100 0 0.94552 0.96426 0.98375 0.98777 0.99692 0.99929 1.00 
1500 0 0.94771 0.96572 0.98443 0.99020 0.99713 0.99933 1.00 
2-000 0 0.94959 0.96697 0.98501 0.99057 0.99821 0.99940 1.00 
5000 0 0.95477 0.97042 0.98660 0.99158 0.99980 0.99993 1.00 
10000 0 0.95803 0.97259 0.98760 0.99220 0.99986 0.99997 1.00 
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Table G9. Dimensionless flow rate Q/Qq of perforated well flow to 
that of fully screened well of normal method (homogeneous 
boundary conditions) for several values of R/w, N, h/s, 
a/g=0.40, and w/s=1.0 (numerical values for Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8 of text) 
h/ s=0.25 h/s=0.5 
N=3 N=6 N=3 N=6 
2 0.3642 0.5050 0.4493 0.6203 
5 0.5326 0.6714 0.6352 0.7848 
10 0.6230 0.7434 0.7070 0.8329 
100 0.7201 0.8218 0.8246 0.9037 
1000 0.7803 0.8563 0.8657 0.9256 
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APPENDIX H. PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING Q/Qq OF MIXED 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM AND HOMOGENEOUS 
BOUNDARY PROBLEM 
Mixed Boundary Value Problem 
Q/Q q  (given by equation 78 of the text) for the mixed boundary 
condition can be found by the use of general formulas and tables 
developed in Appendix C. 
In Appendix C, the definite integrals u , v , and F defined by 
® mn mn mn 
(32), (33), and (34) of the text need to be evaluated. Closed form 
expression for these integrals may be found as follows. 
The integral u^^ of (32) can be evaluated by substituting (29a)-
(29d) into (32) and performing the integration over surfaces I, II, 
III, and IV of Fig. 4, if we regard 0 as constant, as indicated in 
Appendix C, to find 
"mn - h + m-n-O 
n..„=l,2.3 
(HI) 
"l ? «1 fm. "=•?•?•••• 
where the f^^ is given by 
nAn 
m=2, 
n = l , 2 , . . .  
^ _ rsin(m-n)nh/s ^  sin(m+n)nh/sj 
mn m-n m+n 
(H2) 
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And the integral of (33) can be evaluated by substituting (31a)-
(31d) into (33) and performing the integration over surfaces I, II, 
III, and IV of Fig. 4, if we regard z as constant, as indicated in 
Appendix C, to find 
R 
^ran ^ ^ ïïwln(R/w) •]^(3-ct) 
m=n=0 
_s_ 
mir 
R 
-(|) 
ir wln(R/w) 
-m w»-| ^  
- <!'J 
ra=l,2,3, 
n=0 (H3) 
_ a , 6 2mTTa , m 
V 2 4=- — + ;2 
p 
r3-a 6 2mnai 
t— - to ' m=n=l,2,3,... 
mn 
1 - * Y 6 <r -  < ¥ )  W -  (WJ 2ïï mn 
n7%i 
m=2,3,... 
n=l,2,... 
where the is given by 
mn 
,sin(m-n)Tra/8 ^  sin(m+n) n a / 6 ,  
m+n m-n 
(H4) 
The integral of (34) can be evaluated by substituting (29a)-(29d) 
and (31a)-(31b) and (28) into (34) and performing the integration over 
surfaces I, II, III, and IV to find 
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F = ha 
mn 
m=n=0 
"mn " ? 
F - sin 
mn imr s 
ni=0, n=l ,2,3,.. « 
(H5) 
ni=l ,2,3,... 
n=0 
sin =2] m 1,2,3,..* 
n=l,2,3,... 
As a specific example of Fig. 5 and page 55 of the text, and for 
parameters of W=l, R=2, s = l, h = 0.5, g = n, and a = ÏÏ/2, we can 
calculate the f^^^(z,6) and the of (27) for N=0 (0th approxima­
tion) following the procedures outlined in Appendix C. From (HI) and 
Table CI, we get 
^00 = °0 = 0-6055 
and from Table C2, we get 
, ( 0 )  _  L  
00 Dq 0.6055 
= 1.6517 
Similarly, from (H3) and Table CI we get 
and 
*00 - = 2-8958 
,,(0) _ _1_ 
00 Dq = 2.8958 = 0.3453 
and from (H5) we have 
Fqq = CO = 0.5(TT/2) = 0.7854 
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and Aqq^ given by (C25a) 
^0? " *00^ Fqq = 1.6517 x 0.3453 x 0.7854 = 0.4480 
and f^^^(z,0) given by (CI) 
f(°)(z,8) = A^q^UQ(Z)VQ(9) = 0.4480(1)(1) = 0.4480 
for surface I 
f(°)(z,8) = A^Q^UQ(z)vQ(e) = 0.4480 x 0.4592(1) = 0.2057 
over surfaces II, III, and IV 
which can be seen for N=0 approximation in Fig. 5 of the text. 
The A^^^ and f^^^(z,6) for N = 1, 2 100 approximation can 
be found following the procedures of Appendix C and the computer pro­
gram given in Appendix D. 
As can be seen in (78) of the text, = Q/Qq as N-K». 
Homogeneous Boundary Condition 
Q/Qq given by (78) of the text for homogeneous boundary conditions 
(normal derivative method) can be found by assuming a unit gradient 
(3(j)/3r = 1) in (39) as 
S(Î7Ï) 
which then is put into (68)-(71) to find the constants A . The 
ran 
coefficients A calculated by the normal derivative method are then 
mn 
inserted into (26a), which represents the mixed boundary conditions. 
When (26a) is closely satisfied, it can be assumed that a proper gradi­
ent 36/3r has been assumed and suitable A coefficients have been 
mn 
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found. 
In using this procedure. It was found that In order to obtain 
the proper constants so that (26a) is satisfied, the gradient 
3(j)/3r must be varied over the perforation. In our calculation, to 
obtain data given in Table G9 of Appendix G, we assumed four different 
values for the gradient 9#/3r over the perforation so that (26a) is 
satisfied. Then the average of these four values was used to calculate 
the constant A^^ of which the (A^^ = Q/Qq» as given by (78)), 
This procedure was used to obtain the Q/Qq given on page 55 of the 
text and the data given in Table G9 of Appendix G. 
This method was used by Muskat (1937, pp. 263-274) and Dodson and 
Cardwell (1945) to solve similar problems. They assumed a uniform 
flux density per unit length of the well surface and the potential 
that results from this flux can then be found. However, they indicated 
that in order to obtain a uniform potential over the well surface, 
the flux density must be varied, which is similar to our approach of 
varying the gradient 3*/9r over the perforation. 
